ENGINEERING BUILDING IN CORNING, NEW YORK, BY DA VIS, BRODY & ASSOCIATES
FOUR TEXAS CHURCHES BY CLOVIS HEIMSA TH
THE TAMA YO MUSEUM, MEXICO CITY
" ALVAR AALTO IN CONTEXT", BY R. M . KLIMENT
BUILDING TYPES STUDY: UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE BUILDINGS
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EDITORIAL

What do you say when a young person asks:
"Which architecture school should I go to?"
I've never really known how to give a good
answer to that question and neither, I've
observed, do most architects. All of which is
sort of serious for a young person who is
about to make a serious (and expensive)
commitment-whether he or she is a turnedon young high school senior looking for an
undergraduate school or a college student
looking at graduate schools of architecture.
l asked the question of the architects,
engineers, and teachers assembled for
RECORD'S Round Table on The Engineering
Education of Architects (mid-August, page
82)-a group chosen for their interest and
involvement in education-and they too saw
the business of advising a student on school
selection as very difficult. For one thing, as
architect James Foley pointed out, "No two
schools are the same. As a former president
of the NAAB, I've visited and carefully analyzed a lot of schools-and no two are the
same. Some schools put a lot of emphasis on
technology, on the good solid stuff. Some
turn out great draftsmen. Some are known as
"design schools" - but then how do you
define that? Design means something different at Princeton than it does at Cornell, I'd
say. In any case, the old curriculum requirements are sort of out the window at most
schools, and vary all over the place.
"I think there is a crying need for some
kind of third-party evaluation process to say,
'Well, if your main interests are in that area,
you should go here or there, but for Pete's
sake don't go to X or Y.' "
Herman Spiegel, structural engineer and
former dean at Yale: "The problem is that
even if you know the schools well, you have
to know the young person. You need to
know the individual's strengths and weaknesses and then maybe you can recommend
'a best school' -which might be totally different for another young person."
Tyrone Pike of Tishman Research said
"the first questions to the young person has
to be, 'Do you know what architecture is?';
and the second, 'Why do you want to be an
architect?' Because I believe it is still true
[others confirmed the ratio] that only about
25 per cent of students who enter school
graduate. And to what extent that is a misunderstanding of what studying architecture
involves, and to what extent it is the fault of
the school, is a good question. . . ."
Michael Greenberg: "High-school guidance counselors are not well-informed, and
they are critically important. Many of them

are closer to the students than the parents
are-at least in these terms of choosing a
school or a career. But they don't have a real
understanding of what is required, what
architecture is about."
Architect Ray Stainback agreed: "There
is a full spectrum of potential talent, just as
there is a full spectrum in the profession.
There are many architects who might have
been top-notch construction men, except
they took that step over to architecture. On
the other hand, many architects might have
been artists-painters or sculptors-except
they took a step towards construction."
And so - like so many things in architecture (and in life, ·J guess)-it all depends on
the person. Perhaps this comment by Herman
Spiegel best summed up: "If we look at the
catalogues of the different schools of architecture, they sound basically alike-and they
are not. Further, I don't know how you could
put out a third-party report that could truly
portray what is happening at a schoolbecause things change within the school all
the time. Like most people, I guess I boost my
own school-because I think Yale is a great
school. But I don't think we can take the
responsibility away from the student-especially the graduate student-to find his or her
own way. The young people just have to do
a lot of research on their own-and the smart
ones do that. They can't afford it, but they
find a way to get around-they hitch-hike,
they stay with a friend of a friend, they talk
with students and faculty, they look at the
work hanging on the walls. Maybe that's the
best."
So, in a sense, we end where we began.
What do you say when a young person asks:
"Which architecture school should I attend?"
One editor's advice (and earnest plea) is this:
Do help them understand what it means to
be an architect. Do make sure they attend an
accredited school-there are many students
in school today who don't know and haven't
been told that they are not headed for a
professional degree. If nothing else, refer
them to "Architecture Schools in North
America," published by Peterson's Guides,
Princeton, NJ for $8.95-it's the best guide I
know. Don't put down t~e study of architecture if you're having a black day. Somebody
helped all of us to get started-it's one of our
professional responsibilities to help those
coming along.
And nothing makes you feel better than
to get a young person started! - W. W.
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD September 1981
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Naturalite,
your single source for skylights.
You are successful because your structures are
design oriented and because
they work. We became
America's largest skylight
company for the very same
reasons.

Tuesday Morning Company
Dallas, Texas

Kimbell Museum of Art
Fort Worth , Texas

Southlake Mall
Merrillville, Indiana

You can count on Naturalite to meet your aesthetic
requirements. Equally important, Naturalite will
gladly assist you from the
design phase forward to insure enduring performance.
If you choose, Naturalite will work with you in
determining proper illumination levels, taking into
account such factors as activities, room sizes, and
building orientation.
Naturalite will also help
establish energy considerations through a computerized system which
simulates local energy interactions. This data can then
be interpreted into such
facts as energy cost/savings
and pay-back projections.
With Naturalite's Illuminometer system, daylight
levels can be constantly
monitored and artificial

lighting automatically
switched on or off, resulting
in dramatic energy savings
m many cases.
Finally, Naturalite can
execute your design in
acrylic, glass or polycarbonates. And, we are equipped
to install larger custom applications almost anywhere.
See Sweets insert
7.8/Na or contact the factory . Specify Naturalite skylights. The only skylight
source you really need.

Midway Motor Lodge
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Elevated Walkway
Southwestern Bell Building
Dallas, Texas
(Inset)

J.C. Penney Store
Abilene, Texas

NATURALITE ~ INC.

Residence
Kansas City, Missouri

3233 West Kingsley Road,
Garland, Texas 75040
Box 28636, Dallas, Texas 75228
(214) 278-1354
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Jim Wozniak, V.P. Arch . Design
(Toll Free) 1-800-527-4018

Circle 22 on inquiry card
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CINHID

The right glass.
More than ever, PPG glass is an
indispensable tool for architects who
wed energy efficiency to aesthetic
power.
And one strength these three
diverse buildings share-besides
recognition of their design excellence
by the AIA-is the choice of PPG
glass to bring the architects' visions
to life.
Look, for example, at the imaginative use of PPG's high-efficiency
reflective Solarban ® 550-8 (2) glass
in the handsome, five-stepped inter- ·
national headquarters of Gelco
Corporation outside Minneapolis.

Combined with an in~enious
The panels combine with a lo
heat recovery system, the insulating velocity fan system to capture and
power of Solarban.glass helps minichannel hot or cool air to where
mize heat IOSS-and gain- even
it's needed most, summer or winte
in the extremes of Minnesota's
So energy costs are held down
climate. It's also the right glass to
dramatically.
help the building meld with and
And even in the forward-look
mirror the peaceful, wooded lakearchitectural environment of
front landscape.
Columbus, Indiana, the high dram
created by PPG's reflective Solarc
In warmer Charlotte, North
Carolina, "solar belts" using alterBronze glass helps set Bell of
nating panels of aluminum and PPG
Indiana's switching station apart.
clear glass gird Equitable Life's cleanThe original building is hidder
cut regional headquarters. "A slick,
behind a handsome structural
brilliant use of glass in a simple
silicone curtain wall system. And tt
but innovatively planned building;'
new addition sparkles with a combination of opaque and transparen
said the AIA jury.
....._

Winner, 1980 national AIA Honor Award plus two regional AIA Merit Awards in 1978.
Equitable Life's regional headquarters in Charlotte, North Carolina,
was designed by Wolf Associates, Charlotte.

Winner, 1978 AIA Component Award, Minnesota Society of Architects,
Gelco Corporation's headquarters in Eden Prairie was designed by
Parker-Klein Associates. Minneapolis .

__

..._

arcool glass that helps redistribute
rom the switching equipment
h maximum efficiency.
PPG makes just the right glass
ring out the best in your new
igns, too. All you need to prove
a look at Sweet's 8 .26/Pp.
Then write to PPG when it's
ile to choose your glass. We can't
omise you'll win awards. But we
guarantee you a broad spectrum
intelligent. beautiful choices.
And that one of them will be
right glass.
PPG Industries, Inc.,
~e Gateway Center,
sburgh. PA 15222.

PPG: a Concern ~ .~
for the Future I
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INDUSTRIES

Circle 25 on Inquiry card
Winner, AIA Honor Award in 1980,
Bell of Indiana's Columbus Switching Station
was designed by Caudill, Rowlett, Scott
of Houston, Texas.

DESIGN AW ARDS/COJ\l\PETITIONS
In past years, the Housing Committee of the New York Chapter of the A/A has restricted its annual Residential Design Awards
Program to single-family dwellings. The Chapter's 1981 awards, however, encompass every aspect of residential work, ranging

fr~m interiors to multif~mily complexes, and including _both new construction and rehabs, completed as well as unbuilt designs. I
Enc Goshow, A/A, chairman of the awards subcommittee, stated the Chapter's goal: "We hoped that an inclusive approach
would enable us to begin to grasp the pulse . . . of what New York City architects are designing and thinking about. We were
also aiming our approach at younger architects who might have provocative ideas to share but, as yet, no forum in which to
exchange these ideas." Twenty projects were selected for awards out of a total of 93 submissions.

3

1·

l
NEW YORK
CHAPTER OF AIA
RESIDENTIAL
DESIGN AW ARDS
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The awards jurors were Bernard
Rothzeid, FAIA, of Rothzeid, Kaiserman and Thomson, P.C.; Lewis Davis,
FAIA, of Davis, Brody & Associates;
Joseph Wasserman, AIA, of Cruzen &
Partners; and June Vollman, managing
editor of Housing magazine. In his
summary of the panel's deliberations,
Mr. Wasserman noted, "We found,
perhaps predictably, that the multifamily projects seemed to be the
most successful entries as a group.
We thought that the recycled buildings in this category particularly
deserved recognition. . . . Nearly
half of the 93 entries were in the new
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single-family category [but] try as we
did, we could not unearth any new
talent in this area. . . . Perhaps this
lack of direction in the single-family
home is symbolic of the confusion
surrounding the post-modern esthetic
among architects. In any case, the
jury found the work of older, well
recognized architects to be much
more tightly conceived and thoughtfully executed."
1. 222 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn,
New York; Alfred De Vido, architect
(Multifamily New Construction, Built).
Terminating a row of Renaissance
Revival brownstones, the masonry

structure was designed to echo the
characteristic texture and proportions
of the Brooklyn Heights Historic District. Extensive windows offer a panoramic view of Lower Manhattan.
2. Gallery Apartments, New York;
Stephen B. Jacobs & Associates,
architects (Multifamily New Construction, Not Built). Limestone walls and
the suggestion of a curved mansard
allude to the Beaux-Arts facades of
nearby houses on Manhattan's Upper
East Side. Four stories of art galleries
and commercial space are surmounted by 11 residential floors. The
project is now under construction.

9
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3. Printing House, New York; Stephen B. Jacobs & Associates, architects
(Multifamily Rehab, Built). Industrial
lofts have been converted into apartments and maisonettes, with a rooftop restaurant and health club. One
of the largest flat-plate solar collectors in the northeast (6,000 square
feet) supplies much of the building's
hot water.
4. Falls Mill, Norwich, Connecticut;
Stephen B. Jacobs & Associates,
architects (Multifamily Rehab, Built).
Masonry walls, heavy timber framing,
and plank floors enhance the interiors
of an 1883 textile mill. Adjoining dye-

works were redesigned as a recreation and social center.
5. Bleecker Court, New York; Avinash K Malhotra, architect (Multifamily Rehab, Built). Two new structures
were attached to existing lofts to create multilevel apartments. Organized
around a garden court, the complex
incorporates a vintage cast-iron facade salvaged from a fire.
6. Brooklyn Army Terminal Development, Brooklyn; Perkins & Will, architects (Multifamily Rehab, Not Built).
Unused since the Korean War, the
Terminal will be developed to provide 530 housing units, a boat basin,

and a public esplanade.
7. Alexandria Condominium Apartments, New York; David Gura, architect (Multifamily Rehab, Not Built).
Floor slabs for new apartments will
trisect the original auditorium of a
temple for the Knights of Pythias,
built in 1926. A gold mirrored curtain
wall accentuates exotic terra-cotta
ornament.
8. Christopher Street Housing, New
York; Stephen B. Jacobs & Associates,
architects (Multifamily Rehab, Not
Built). Consolidation of an obsolete
garage and a parking lot in Greenwich Village provides a through-block

site for simplex and duplex units.
9. EN REM Group 2, Bronx; Shelly
Kroop & James McCullar, architects
(Multifamily Rehab, Not Built). Two
1920s buildings will be rehabilitated
to house 99 apartments. Corridors
with exterior views will encourage
community surveillance of inner
courtyards.
10. Bulova Watch Factory Conversion, Sag Harbor, New York; The
Croxton Collaborative, architects
(Multifamily Rehab, Not Built). Plans
for the 100-year-old, 80,000-squarefoot structure focus on a skylighted
atrium for year-round activity.
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>n, New Yark; Eisenman/Robertson

rchitects (Single Family New Con-

objects, antique rugs, and the furniture which he sells professionally.
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Ltd., 2-4-5 Takaido-Higashi, .Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168, Japan.
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DESIGN AWARDS/ COMPETITIONS

Hartco®Acrylic Impregnated Solid Oak Parquet costs a little more than carpeting in the
beginning . But long after all those footsteps
have worn a path and your client has paid to
have that carpeting replaced and replaced,
Hartco is still beautiful. Which means it's less
expensive in the long run-perhaps the least
expensive floor you can specify.
Tough acrylic is forced deep into the
pores of the oak to make an exceptionally
hard surface that will endure, even in hightraffic commercial installations. And the
stain goes all the way through the wood , so
the color won't wear off.
Hartco is easy to maintain. Easier than
carpeting that must be shampooed . And
easier than other wood floors that must be
waxed and refinished. All it takes to keep
this floor beautiful is
vacuuming , spraying
with our commercialgrade Spray Shield
and buffing .
And it's fast and
easy to install. Hartco
is completely factoryfinished so there's no
1/ 16" foam backing
on-site sanding , stain-

Cambridge color

ing and finishing . Each 12" square has carefully tapered tongues and grooves and is
crafted to 9/1000" tolerance for a smooth ,
even fit.
Hartco is 100% Appalachian oak-an
oak that's exceptionally hard due to the climate and soil in which it grows. And it's 80%
quartersawn for longer wear, greater dimensional stability and a more distinctive grain
pattern .
Plus Hartco is the only impregnated
oak available with a 1/ 16" foam backing to
insulate, add comfort underfoot and to act
as a superior sound and vapor barrier.
When your design calls for a natural,
beautiful , cost-efficient floor, specify Hartco Impregnated Solid Oak Parquet. Even
though it costs a little more by the square
yard. By the footstep , it's dirt c heap.
For more information , phone our Tech nical Services Manager at 615 569 8526 ,

Sol'td
Oak
Parquet
Hartco Flooring

Chesapeake color
Circle 26 on inquiry card

orwriteTib- ,
bals Flooring
Company in
Oneida,Tenn.
37841. Or refer to Sweet's
N0 . 9 .2 2/Ti . TIBBALS FLOORIN G COMPANY, ONEIDA. T N 37841

JFFICE NOTES

)ffices opened

,DD, Inc. architecture and interior design, announce the opening of a
Vashington , D .C. office located at 2000 L Street, N.W ., Suite 200.
Ackerman , Inc. , Architecture + have opened their offices at 7701
:layton Road , Clayton, Missouri .
Dakan Guy Associates PC announce the association of Michael L.
lakan and Theodore K. Guy for the practice of architecture, planning and
ngineering, located at 922 Colorado Avenue , Glenwood, Springs, Colora-

lo.

Ferebee, Walters & Associates have opened an office in the Research
·riangle Park in North Carolina.
Jason Frye and Associates, Inc. Architects announce their new offices
, the Fannin Bank Building, Suite 601 , 1020 Holcombe, Houston, Texas.
Rai Y. Okamoto, FAIA, AICP has resumed practice in architecture,
1lanning and urban design . The firm ' s name is Okamoto & Murata,
\rchitects & Planners, AIA , Pier 1 1h , The Embarcadero, San Francisco,
:alifornia .
Richard Oliver, Architect has resumed the practice of architecture. His
>ffice is located at 23 East 26th Street, New York , New York.
Dick R. Orr, AIA and James A. Hornak, AIA announce the formation of
he architectural firm of Orr-Hornak Associates, Inc. located at 2924 South
: alhoun Street, Forty Wayn e, Indiana.
RTKL Associates Inc. announced the formation of an affiliate firm ,
1ughes Design Associates Inc. Under the direction of Thomas P. Hughes,
>resident, Hughes Design Associates Inc. will be providing interior architecural design and graphic design services .
The Denver architectural firm of Blizzard & Simmons, Architects and
he Midwest architectural, engineering and planning firm of Samborn,
•teketee, Otis & Evans, Inc. , have joined to form SSOE Inc. of Colorado
\rchitects , Engineers and Planners, 9145 East Kenyon Avenue , Denver,
:olorado .
C. Michael Walker, Martha Doty Freeman and Joe C. Freeman
1nnounce the formation of Walker Doty & Freeman Architects & Planners,
::>cated at 506 112 West 7th Street, Austin , Texas.
Guy K. C. Wilson , AIA announces the formation of a partnership with
o n, Tom C. Wilson, for the practice of architecture . The firm ' s name is
Nilson & Wilson, Architects, located at The Professional Building, 194
'leasant Street, Concord , New Hampshire.

irm changes

iichael E. Hickok , AIA has been appointed regional manager of the new
Vashington , D .C. office of ADD Inc.
Joseph T . Barnett has been elected to the board of directors of Allen &
loshall, Inc.
Gunnar Birkerts and Associates Architects announce Kenneth Rohlfing
s associate .
Bohlen, Meyer, Gibson & Associates, Inc. Architects and Interior
>esigners announce Melvin Meyer, AIA as president, John M. Gibson, AJA
s executive vice president, Noel E. Cord, CPA, Michael E. Rogers, AJA and
lans P. Mengering as vi ce presidents .
Booker Associates, Inc. has added Paul H . Marsh and Cory M . Schulz to
s architectural department.
Bovay Engineers, Inc. announce the following changes : Charles A .
awler, PE, will assume the position of vice chairman of the board of
irectors and will continue as chairman of the executive committee . Guy
urgiuele, PE as president and chief operating officer, J. Thomas Evans, PE
nd Stephen A . Bryan, PE have been elec ted vice presidents, R. G. Maclenan , PE was named corporate manager of marketing and strategic planning,
iorris Backer, PE has been appointed manager of regional office operao ns accountable for Austin , Albuquerque, Baton Rouge, Spokane and
>unbar & Di ck son offices. Gerald P. Carr, PE has been elected senior vice
resident and has been appointed manager of Houston operations . R. 0 .
;rimes , PE , senior vice president, will continue in his role as corporate
ianager of admini stration and Robert E. Johnson , PE, has been appointed
ianager of corporate engineering .
Stanley G . Boles has been promoted to associate design principal at the
ortland architectural firm of Broome, Oringdulph , O 'Toole , Rudolf &
.ssociates .
Campbell & Wieland , Inc. , an engineering , architectural and planning
rm , announce the addition of Barry J. Sullivan as graphics de signer and
:alvin W . Maichel as electri cal engineer .
Susan Chamberlin , AJA has joined Cathers / Lukens / Thomson Archi~cts as project architect.
continued on page 55

Color clearthrouqh.
Now frosted, tooT

ACOUSTONE®
Frosted Mineral
Acoustical Panels
Now America's prestige ceiling is available in beautiful,
integral colors enhanced by a frosting of white for a most
dramatic deep dimensional look. In 2x2' and 2x4' panels and
six base colors. And they're foil-backed . See your U.S.G.
Representative or write to us at 101 S. Wacker Dr.,
Chicago, Ill. 60606, Dept. AR 981 D

UNITED STATES G'{,f!~~l'!/Jff
Circle 28 on inquiry card
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New from the aynor Fore t...
steel that looks like wood!
Timberline is Raynor's new sectional ga- ~ also available for colder climates.
rage door that combines the beauty of wood with
Next time you 're selecting a garage door, be
sure to ask for the Raynor Timberline. The one
the strength, security and durability of steel. And
because it's made of steel, Timberline
door that offers the best of two worlds.
won't rot, warp or shrink, ever. Plus, it's
RAYNOR,.
For complete information on the new,
deep-ribbed design takes on an attractive
GARAGE oooRs
beautiful steel Timberline sectional gawood-plank appearance.
rage door, call your local factory-trained
Timberline features a rich wood-grain,
Raynor distributor/installer. You'll find him
baked-on enamel finish offered in both
in the Yellow Pages under "Doors." Or
one and two-car sizes. Insulation and
write Raynor Manufacturing Company,
other weather-protection materials are
Dixon, IL 61021.
Circle 30 on inquiry card

FFICE LITERATURE continued from page 53

De Leuw, Cather & Company, Engineers and Planners, announce the
ipointment of Thomas E. Barron as Denver-based manager, marketing
1d sales, western region .
Dames & Moore has named Frank J. Vernese an associate.
EDI / Cape Hopkins Clement, Inc. announce the following additions to
1eir staff: Pamella Jordan and Julie A . Wait have joined the interior design
1d space planning division, and Michael S. Youla has joined the architeciral division as a participant of the intern development program .
Alisa Quint has joined the firm of Esherick Homsey Dodge and Davis as
irector of interior architecture and James Hastings has been named
;sociate.
Joseph Wasserman , AIA has joined the New York office of Gruzen &
artners, Fredric Rosen, AIA has been named director of design of the
lewark, New Jersey office, Ralph Steinglass, AIA has been named associate
artner and Frederick Baar, RA and George Yourke, RA have been named
ssociates .
Haines Lundberg Waehler announce Leevi Kiil as senior associate, Jay
leishman and Stuart Markowitz as associates, Wilford E. Gibbs, Jr. and
iseph F. X. Levey as senior staff specialists and Jane Cohn as director of
ommunications.
Rentscher Haynes Spencer Richards , Architects & Planners announce
1at the firm name has been changed to Haynes Spencer Richards,
.rchitects Planners.
Howard Needles Tammen Bergendoff Architects Engineers Planners
nnounce that Lee Mogel has joined their New York office as principal
rchitect. Ronald F. Turner has joined the Kansas City, Missouri office as a
~nior architect. Larry Blankenship has been named director or architectural
lanning for the firm 's architectural division.
JRB Architects, Inc. announce the promotion of Shirley A. Hefele to the
ewly created position of marketing coordinator.
JSA Inc. , Architects and Planners in Portsmouth, New Hampshire
nnounce that James M . Warner has joined the firm as a principal.
Edward J. Davis has been named senior vice president of the Houston·ased architectural and engineering firm of Bernard Johnson lncorpoated .
The firm of Jung/ Brannen Associates, Inc. Architects announce that
homas Dolle, Axel Kaufmann, Bradford W. Allen, Walter Grallert, Richard
Keleher , L. Franklyn Lucas, Jr. , Robert James Onofrey, David Rib , Karla S.
Jhnson, Charles J. Kirby, Fredrick Reeder and John A. Willand have joined
1e firm as associates.
Werner K. Ruegger, AIA has joined Kamnitzer Cotton Vreeland,
rchitects and planners as senior architect specializing in design.
Robert K. Weir, AIA has joined the staff of Keith Brown Associates as
n associate .
Larry Anners has joined M cClellan / Cruz/ Gaylord & Associates as
redit manager, Fausto Martinez is a new project architect and James A.
alkin has been named assistant to the chairman of the board .
James Noble has been named project architect/ manager of The
~cGinty Partnership, Architects , Inc.
Richard K. Miller & Associates announce Wayne V. Montone as
.resident and chairman of the board, Mark D . Oviatt as vice president and
ichard K. Miller as principal consultant emeritus.
Richard Jay Hornberger has joined Morgan Associates as a senior
ssociate.
Ben M . Hurst, H. Davis Mayfield, Ill, AIA and Donald M. Palmer, AIA
ave been named partners of Morris / Aubry Architects, a Houston based
rchitectural , planning and interiors firm.
Philip V . Warde has been named assistant director of production for
1e architectural and planning firm of William L. Pereira Associates.
Perkins & Will has named Robert E. Gray a vice president and partner,
nd Thomas A . Kamis , Jr. and Wilbert 0 . Rueter as vice presidents of the
rm.
Price Rothe Muse, Architects Engineers Planners announce the promoon of Robert E. Reedy to associate in the firm .
James T . Chapman joined Lee Saylor, Inc. Consulting Cost Engineers as
ice president and director of marketing .

~ew

addresses

edro E. Campos, AIA Architect has relocated his office to South Fullerton
,venue, Montclair, New Jers~y .
Gensler and Associates / Architects announce the relocation and expanion of its San Francisco office to 22 Fourth Street, San Francisco, Califoria .
Hansen Lind Meyer, PC has relocated to 123 West Madison, Suite
400, Chicago, Illinois.
Lonnie Watt and Associates, Architect have moved their offices to
410 North Main Street, Anderson, South Carolina .

Prestige pl us
noise and fire resistance

ACOUSTONE®
Acoustical Panels
and Tiles
The classic, stone-like elegance of ACOUSTONE
ceilings is for real, for each tile is cast mineral fiber.
Five distinctive patterns are now standard. They come
}14" thick and from 12xl2" to 2'x4' . • See your U.S.G.
representative for the superior specifications
ACOUSTONE ceilings offer, or write Sound Control
Products, 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606,
Dept. AR 9811

UNITED STATES G!f!~~l!tff/
Circle 28 on inquiry card
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3USINESS DEVELOPMENT
=:ONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
_EGAL PERSPECTIVES
8FFICE MANAGEMENT

Photoreproduction helps architects cut drawing time and costs
lime-consuming, repetitive, and costly drafting methods often impede productivity and
·educe profits. Production, distribution, and storage of drawings can all be considerable cost
actors. If quality is sacrificed to complete a drawing for a project quickly, the cost can be
'ailure to obtain a contract. If contractual deadlines are missed, a design firm may face financial
)enalties as well as cash-flow problems. And if an architect opts to increase staff or pay
)Vertime rates to meet peak drafting demands, cost overruns become a real possibility. In the
'allowing article, reprographics specialist Paul F. Braman suggests how architects, engineers,
md other design professionals can eliminate such problems by adopting a variety of simple
)hotoreproduction methods.

by Paul F. Braman

ndustry estimates of architectural drafting
:osts dramatize the potential for cost-cutting.
l\ccording to a recent readership survey con:lucted by Compass, a reprographics periodi:al, architectural design drafting time costs an
average of about $30 an hour, if personnel
and overhead burden expenses are included
n the rate. Since it takes about 19 work hours
to create each square foot of a new architectural engineering drawing, the drafting cost
per square foot can easily approach $600. To
restore a deteriorated architectural drawing
by retracing requires about six and one-half
drafting hours at an approximate cost of $200
per square foot. To revise and check a drawing t,1sing conventional methods can take up
to 9.5 hours of drafting time, or nearly $300
for each square foot.
Photoreproduction can cut these manual
drafting costs from one-third to 90 per cent,
depending on the method used. Such
methods include photodrawing and overlay,
phantom-image, paste-up and scissors drafting techniques, all of which can be applied to
creating, duplicating, restoring, and revising
architectural drawings.
Compare, for example, the amount of
handwork required to restore a yellowed,
dog-eared drawing (say six hours per square
foot) or to create a revised drawing (perhaps
nine hours per square foot) with the photoreproduction efforts needed to achieve the
same results. Photographic methods used to
accomplish these tasks often require less than
30 minutes, with material costs running in the
neighborhood of one dollar per square foot.
Paul F. Braman is a regional reprographics market specialist
for the Eastman Kodak Company. Mr. Braman developed
this article from a presentation he delivered at a recent
conference on reprographics techniques sponsored by the
College of Architecture at the University of Florida.

While some handwork still is required with
these methods, it can be done in a fraction of
the time needed for conventional drafting.
One photo-restoration method involves
creating a reduced-size negative of the original drawing. Smudges and stains are opaqued
out on the negative, and lines are scribed
(since the negative is much more compact
than a drawing, the amount of handwork is
minimal). Then the image is blown back to a
full-size, positive second original.
A similar photo method may be used to
revise a good-quality original drawing. A
reduced-size negative of the original is
opaqued to delete the parts of the design
which need to be changed. Then, a photocopy is made on a draftable surface film or
paper in order that the draftsman can add
elements to create a new original.
When a reproduction service handles
such tasks, draftsmen who would otherwise
be detailed to tedious tracing are free to
concentrate on more challenging projects.
Because the photographic process duplicates
all desired information exactly, there is no
possibility that errors of omission will occur
during retracing.
Winning new business
through photoreproduction
Most practicing architects know that the best
designs don't always find favor with the
client. One reason is that clients often lack an
architectural eye, the ability to visualize the
finished building's appearance by looking at a
black and white rendering. Prospects may be
unable to imagine how completed designs
will fit into landscapes or how the subtle
colors of building materials may pull together
design elements.
One solution is to create large, hand-

drawn, full-color renderings that insert building designs into proposed settings. The cost
of such a rendering can easily approach
$1000 or more, but there is a far less expensive photographic alternative. The designer
quickly sketches the proposal in a convenient
size with black lead or ink. This rendering is
then enlarged photographically to suitable
presentation size on a white photographic
paper or film which is easy to color and
mount. Watercolors, markers, or pencils are
used to add color to the photocopy. If the
architect is modifying the design of an existing
building, creation of a photodrawing is another option. A duplicate photograph of the
actual building is made with the portions to
be changed masked out. The design professional draws in new elements to finish the
presentation rendering. At any stage of
design the architect can marry photographically his project sketch with a photograph of
the setting. Once again copies can be made
. in any size, and color may be added to
dramatize the display.
Overlay or pin drafting:
cost and quality advantages
While architectural use of overlay techniques
is relatively new, basic overlay principles have
been employed by the printing industry for
years to create four-color books and periodicals in perfect register. To use overlay drafting techniques, drawings, intermediate graphics, and reproductions must all be kept in
precise register. This is done by prepunching
all materials for use with a standard pin bar
system, which ensures that the scale and
position of information on each drafting sheet
will always correspond exactly with informa-•
tion on companion sheets, regardless of
where or when they were prepared.
In this manner any number of sheets can
be combined photographically to yield clean,
precise composite drawings. Perfect registration also simplifies photoreproduction of
common, repetitive design elements. A camera rather than a draftsman can duplicate and
position the element wherever it is needed.
So the same line or detail never has to be
drawn more than once and tracing and
redrawing tasks are eliminated. If overlay
composite drawings are printed on an offset
press, different design elements can be
continued on page 67
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ontinued from page 65

Jenoted with colors, such as brown for duct
work or green for plumbing.
The following scenario illustrates the
)otential of overlay drafting. An architectural
'irm faced with a tight deadline must quickly
md accurately communicate with the groups
n distant cities who are responsible for their
)roject's mechanical systems. Because the
firm uses overlay drafting it can adopt a team
drafting approach. Multiple copies of floor
plans and other base drawings are duplicated
photographically on clear punched film and
distributed to drafting teams working on electrical, heating, air conditioning, and plumbing
drawings. The draftsmen place these duplicates on pin bars and superimpose punched
blank matte overlays for their drawing contributions. Then reduced-size negatives of the
base and overlay drawings are used to generate enlarged composite drawings for each
mechanical discipline.
In addition to speeding the production of
composite drawings, overlay drafting can
markedly enhance drawing quality. One
example is the utilization of phantom-image
or "ghosting" techniques in the overlay process. Since information in the base drawings is
needed only for reference, various screens or
film tints may be added when the base drawings are photographically reproduced. The
dots or patterns in the screens or tints transform solid black lines into unobtrusive grays.
Against these phantom backgrounds, details
stand out boldly in what might otherwise be a
"busy," hard-to-read composite. This
heightened clarity can eliminate costly misinterpretation of key data.
Because different elements in the set of
drawings are supplied by different sources,
overlay drafting offers an easy and positive
checking procedure, too. If one discipline
conflicts with another, or if elements are
missing, the flaws usually can be detected
with a simple visual inspection. Yet if such
defects are found, changes need be made
only on the inaccurate overlays. Other overlays and base drawings remain intact, and
original drawings serve as fixed, primary
resources. Production and postage costs can
be cut by distributing reduced-size prints or
even microfilm copies of drawings to individuals who do not need full-size copies. Diazo
prints can be replaced with higher quality yet
less expensive offset prints.
To use this technique successfully, however, architects must plan carefully and make
some minor modifications to usual drafting
methods. One basic requirement is agreement on a common set of punch-and-pin
specifications. Another is the selection of
drafting materials with a high degree of
dimensional stability, in order that lines and
proportions will stay in register when overlays are combined or superimposed over
base drawings. Drafting lines must be strong
and dense to reproduce clearly. Weak or
broken lines will yield poor reproductions,

while extremely light lines may not reproduce
at all. A sensible drawing identification code
also needs to be developed and applied
faithfully. Today a wide variety of photographic alternatives is available for almost
every drafting task.
Tailoring photo methods
to the firm's specific needs
Choice of a photographic method may be
determined by cost, personal work preferences, or equipment capabilities. Some reprographic techniques require the use of expensive and sophisticated cameras with "blowback" capabilities (enabling reduced-size negatives to be rendered opaque and blown
back to their original size); others require only
a simple contact frame. Another option is to
create intermediate photoreproductions by
making contacts of originals with wash-off
materials. Some new wash-off films have
been designed primarily for making contactpositive reproductions directly from good
translucent positive line drawings, while others can be used to make contact positive
reproductions of old, damaged originals from
drawing negatives. These intermediates then
can be altered as needed and made into
contacts to produce same-size film negatives
which can be used to create any number of
second originals.
The durable assets of a film archive:
protection against loss and space saved
Whatever photoreproduction method is
used, the value of having film copies of
drawings for the file cannot be overestimated. These copies may be on microfilm or
reduced or full-size negatives. Many original
drawings need to be kept for years, and if
such drawings are lost, the cost to the organization may be high. With film copies on file,
however, the potential for loss is substantially
reduced. This is because original drawings
never need to be lent. Instead, microfilm
copies of drawings or negatives may be used
to produce any number of second originals to
be shipped to different locations. Whoever
receives a second original can make as many
bluelines as needed.
Microfilming drawings can yield substantial space savings, as well. A large architectural firm can store the equivalent of a warehouse full of drawings in a single filing cabinet. High-quality 35 millimeter microfilm
copies of drawings and supporting documents may be mounted on easy-to-file aperture cards printed or punched with project
and drawing identification information.
Whenever full- or half-size copies of microfilmed drawings are needed, the indexed film
can be blown back to the required dimensions through an optical system with no loss
in definition. These second originals may then
be used for reference, revision, or production of inexpensive diazo prints. Or the
microfilm may be employed to create half-

size negatives which can be revised by
opaquing before they are used in turn to
create full-size second originals.
Paste-up and scissors drafting
and photodrawing
With paste-up drafting, a repetitive design
element in a building facade, bridge trusswork, or floor plan is drawn just once at a
convenient scale and multiple copies are
reproduced on clear film at the scale desired.
Copies are then taped or pasted up on a
blank drawing form, which is photographed
to create a composite original. The same
paste-up technique can be used to change
the scale of a drawing before revisions, if the
addition of new details would clutter the old
drawing. After a photographic copy of elements has been made at an enlarged scale,
the draftsman makes the additions. Paste-up
techniques also allow standard details to be
borrowed from file drawings and specifica- ·
tions to be duplicated from catalogs.
The draftsman can also cut out unwanted information from an original drawing. The
scissored copy then is contacted to produce
a second original on a matte or drafting
service. This technique is very simple and
very fast.
Of course, photo-drawing requires the
existence of some object to photograph; for
example, a building to which a wing will be
added. The object is photographed and a
halftone positive of the photo is taped into
place on a clear film with a format block.
Finally a contact print is made on a drafting
surface, enabling the draftsman to add the
new information. Depending upon the quality
needed in the finished drawing, one can use
screened diffusion transfer prints or negatives
shot on line or continuous-tone film to generate the halftone for paste-up.
Architectural, engineering, and other
design firms have two basic reprographic
service options: They can contract with area
blueprinters or they can establish their own
reprographics departments. Photoreproduction capabilities and services offered by b!ueprinters can vary dramatically. So architects
may need to make several telephone calls to
get a realistic picture of services available in
their areas.
A very small percentage of the country's
architectural and engineering firms have inhouse reprographics capabilities. These companies tend to be fairly large and often are
involved in multistory building design proj-ects. Yet it is altogether possible for the small
architectural office to set up an in-house shop
that can economically meet about 80 per
cent of its reprographics needs. One such
firm spent less than $10,000 to equip its
two-person department. The investment in
training and equipment is worthwhile for
firms of any size, yielding not only savings in
time and money but graphic results of the
highest quality.
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LEGAL PERSPECTIVES

:merging case law: construction management revisited
ince construction management emerged on the scene in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
rchitects, engineers, contractors, and owners have attempted to define the role of the
onstruction manager. This process has involved both borrowing from existing construction
1dustry concepts and creating new ones. Legal definitions for construction management have
eveloped slowly. One area that has been particularly difficult is the application of existing
tatutes to the construction manager. In some states, for example, a construction manager is
equired to hold a contractor's license under the state's licensing laws. A recent Indiana case
1volved a claim by a contractor that the use of construction management on public projects
iolated the state's competitive bidding laws. The court had to analyze construction manage1ent and its relationship to architecture before reaching a decision.
1y Arthur Kornb!ut, Esq.
.!though the process of construction mangement has a lengthy history-elements of
:M have been utilized in the construction
1dustry for decades-the widespread use of
1e term "construction management" is of
elatively recent origin. Many of the laws and
egulations affecting the construction industry
till do not acknowledge the existence of a
onstruction manager. This is slowly chang1g, however. In 1980, for example, Virginia
'nacted a statute which expressly authorizes
ne use of construction management on state
1rojects, yet requires the development of
dministrative procedures to define construcion management services under the statute.
"he statute simply states that a CM contract is
1ne between Virginia and another party "to
!ngage design services and a contract or
·ontracts for construction .... "
A major difficulty in the use of construcion management services by public agencies
1as involved laws calling for competitive bidling. Public entities generally are required to
olicit competitive bids before they can conract for goods or services. Specific excepions to this requirement involve contracts for
1rchitectural and engineering services, be:ause of the impossibility of establishing an
>b jective basis for comparing the services
1pon which a bid might be based. Construcion contracts, on the other hand, are almost
1lways bid competitively because such bids
ire based on well-defined drawings and
pecifications, thus ensuring comparability.
:onstruction management, involving both
lesign- and construction-related activities,
loes not fit readily into the patterns estab.-Ir. Kornblut is a registered architect and practicing attor1ey in Washington, D.C.

'Legal Perspectives" is published with the understanding
hat the publisher is not rendering legal services. If legal
tdvice is required, the services of a competent profession11 should be sought.

lished for competitive bidding-or for the
exemptions therefrom.
An Indiana community school board
decided to employ construction management
services on certain projects involving additions to schools. The board first retained an
architect to design the additions; it then interviewed various architectural and engineering
firms before selecting an engineer to serve as
a construction manager. After submitting 23
bids on different contracts, and having them
all rejected, a contractor sued the school
board, alleging that the state's competitive
bidding statutes had been violated by the
negotiated construction management contract (Attlin Construction, Inc. v. Muncie
Community Schools, 1980). The subsequent
legal proceedings enabled a court to contrast
the distinctions between construction management and general contracting. Relying
heavily on the contract between the school
board and the construction manager, the
court pointed out that the CM did not have
to construct any of the additions. Rather, his
primary function was to coordinate the solicitation and acceptance of bids and share various responsibilities with the arichitect during
the construction phase. The contract emphasized the CM's primary rol~ as providing
services to the owner, witho~t guaranteeing
the cost of the work. The cowlt described the
CM as one who "synchronized the entire
construction package."
Although one Indiana statute required
competitive bidding for construction contracts in excess of $5,000, another permitted
school boards to contract for "engineers,
architects . . . and other professional consultants" without competitive bidding. The contractor contended that this latter statute did
not exempt construction management contracts from competitive bidding.
In rejecting the contractor's suit, the
court said: "As a general rule, contracts for

personal or professional services entered into
by a public body with a private organization
or individual are not governed by public
competitive bidding laws and need not be
submitted for public competitive bids. . . .
Applying this general rule to public works
contracts, its rationale is that competitive bidding laws are applicable to public works construction contracts only where the material
and work must conform to specifications
allowing the performance of the contract to
be measured by relatively objective standards. Consequently, it is presumed that the
legislature intended the lowest price to be the
ultimate determining factor in awarding the
contract. However, with public contracts calling for professional and/or personal services
requiring aesthetic, business or technical
judgment, and/or professional or scientific
skills and experiences, it is assumed that the
legislature could not have intended the lowest price to be the ultimate determining factor as the performance of the contract cannot be evaluated objectively. Because the
nature of personal and/or professional service contracts makes it unlikely that bids
would provide any advantage to the public
body in awarding the contract, advertising for
such bids would be undesirable, impossible or
impractical." The court relied on two factors.
First, the architect's contract with the school
board preserved many of an architect's traditional responsibilities during construction.
Second, at least one principal in the CM firm
was licensed as an engineer in Indiana. Looking beyond the form of the CM contract to its
substance, the court was persuaded by the
fact that the school board had doubly satisfied the statutory requirements to have a
licensed design professional perform services
during construction.
The court went on to note that even if
the CM did not have a licensed engineer as a
principal, it still would have ruled in favor of
the school board because the architect's contract placed the architect in a position of
authority over both the contractors and the
construction manager. The contractor had
tried to rely on a recent California case that
invalidated a negotiated CM contract. However, in this instance the court noted that the
California contract had the CM guaranteeing
the maximum price for the project, making it
"more closely akin to the traditional lump
sum general construction contract rather than
to a contract for the services of an engineer
or an architect."
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noro flooring

Combine Function \Nith Beauty. • •
Specify Norament®Flooring.
Anywhere durability and performance must be
combined with beauty .. . Norament is your best
flooring choice.
No Waxing. Made of 100% synthetic rubber,
Norament never needs waxing-only dry brushing
and occasional wet sponging . Its ingrained "blooming
agents" expel dirt and stains, sending wax to the surface to keep it looking new.

Slip Resistant. The raised pastilles add distinction to any interior, and are designed with gently sloping shoulders- no nooks or crannies where dirt can
collect. And this slip resistant surface means
extra safety in any application .

11 Standard, 17 Custom Colors.
We have the colors you need-standard or customto match the decor of any installation. And Norament
is available in a variety of formulations to suit specific
applications , such as computer rooms , factories , and
ice skating rinks .
10-Year Wear Warranty. Best of all , our general purpose flooring-Norament 925-comes with a
10-year wear warranty-the only flooring productresilient or ceramic-warranted against premature
wear. All formulations resist scuffs, burns , and chemicals. And Norament is fire resistant, anti-static, and
offers favorable acoustical properties.
Worldwide Distribution. Call us
for the Nora agent nearest you . He has the
flooring know-how you need to combine
Function and Beauty in your application.

Function and Beauty ... Together!
Sweets BUYLINE®
(800) 44 7-1981

C[) nOf().flooring

4201 Wilson Avenue, Madison, IN 47250 (812) 273-1852
Division of Robus Products Corp.

@Nora Flooring 1981
Circle 45 on inquiry ·card
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A MEETING OF MINDS AT CORNING
Esth etic deli ght in technical expertise inform s every facet of Davis, Brod y & Associates ' design fo r the W.C Decker
Engin ee ring Bu il ding at the Co rnin g Class Wo rk s in Co rnin g, New York. Yet it is not o nly th e ce lebration of
st ru ctural in genuity and finely ho ned indu stri al materia ls to wh ich architect Lewi s Davis allu des when he ca ll s the
$14 ,750,000 resea rch cente r " an engineer' s bu il ding. " Besides in vo lv ing D av is, Brody in compl ex p lanning of
res ea rch facili ties for all aspects of glass-me ltin g techn o logy - from p lant design to the preparati o n of equipment
for manufacturin g consumer goods-the client asked them to help res hape the wo rking patterns of an entire
scien ti fic co mmunity . From the ea rli es t pl anning stages, this project was conceived as an ideal hab itat for scientific
thought , a full- sca le instrum ent ca lculated in every deta il to enliven th e exc hange of id eas. -Douglas Brenner
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Until construction of the 240,000-square-foot Decker Building in the
glass works' main Houghton Park campus, the 785 professionals and
support personnel who compose the four major departments of
Corning's Engineering Division occupied offices and laboratories at
17 different locations scattered over a 10-mile area. Although this
somewhat feudal arrangement had its advantages-privacy and a
sense of identity for each small unit-it had become increasingly
apparent to Corning management that physical separation was
hindering communication and creativity throughout the division.
Before mapping out a strategy for consolidation of engineering
activities, the company sought the advice of Professor Thomas ].
Allen, a specialist in organizational psychology and management at
M.l.T.'s Sloan School of Management. In meetings with Corning
representatives, and later with Davis, Brody's project team, Dr. Allen
stressed that over 80 per cent of an engineer's ideas arise from
face-to-face contact with colleagues. "Engineers hate seeking information on the phone," he reported. "What's more, they won't
travel more than 100 feet or so from their desks to exchange ideas,
even when working in the same building on the same project." Allen
estimated that a single, centrally located facility-provided it were
designed to give staff the means, and the incentive, to keep in touch
with each other from day to day-might increase the productivity of
Corning engineers by as much as 15 per cent. Fundamental architectural guidelines emerged from these initial programming discussions.
In order to minimize stratification by floor, the building should be
predominantly horizontal, with readily accessible circulation
between stories; offices should be clustered in an open "landscape," and interspersed with informal gathering places to invite
casual brainstorming. Davis, Brody translated these requirements
into an environment whose efficiency, elegance, and liveliness
would more than compensate the engineers for the loss of their
former domains.
Aside from a request that the new building be generally
compatible with its immediate neighbors in Houghton Park-a group
of typical postwar International Style structures, most of which were
designed in the mid-1950s by Harrison, Abramovitz & Abbe-the
client specified no particular esthetic or materials. Impelled by the
abiding respect for architectural continuity that has distinguished
their work in a variety of settings, from urban housing to suburban
university buildings, Davis, Brody elected to reuse Harrison, Abramovitz & Abbe's basic motif of curtain walls paneled with black glass.
While extending the cornice line of A and C Buildings next door
(photo center right), the architects transformed an essentially vertical
fenestration scheme into an emphatic horizontal (to suit the layout
of the new facility) and otherwise modified borrowed forms in a
spirit of sophisticated license that Lewis Davis calls "mannerist."
There is certainly an ironic twist in the display of allusions to the
International Style within a "contextual" building, given recent
criticism of that style for its own rejection of history. Of course, it is
also singularly appropriate at Corning to evoke a school of architec80
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The jutting wedge of the
W. C. Decker Engineering
Building's north entry forms an
imposing portal to the main
campus of the Corning Glass
Works. Stilted above a river
flood plain, three stories of
offices, laboratories, and conference rooms are clad in glass
and aluminum curtain walls
that harmonize with earlier
buildings to the east (left in
photo above center). Inside, a
skylighted atrium is the focus

for an open office landscape,
laid out according to guidelines established by psychological studies of researchers'
needs. The cascading flights of
steps in the atrium, echoed in
a cantilevered staircase on the
west facade (above) were
inspired by the famous stairs
of Alvar Aalto's M.l.T. dormitory, apt tribute to another
architect who painstakingly an-,
alyzed the impact of buildings
on human interaction.
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ture whose founders hailed the glass wall as one of the glories of our
age and praised the engineer as a modern hero. To that end, the
Decker Building incorporates nearly all the canonical elements of the
classic International Style of the 1920s: a skeletal framework of steel
sheathed in concrete; curtain walls and ribbon windows; fluid
interior spaces; and an almost Cubist overlapping of transparent
planes. Yet so tight is the fit of architectural expression to program in
Davis, Brody's design, that none of these time-honored components
stands out as gratuitous stylistic pastiche. Indeed, the new structure
actually comes closer to the original pioneering spirit of modernism
than the neighbors to which it defers.
Because the opaque black spandrel glass used by Harrison,
Abramovitz & Abbe is no longer manufactured, the architects
specified heat-strengthened clear glass lined with a black ceramic
coating. Jambs of black structural silicone complete the effect of a
continuous dark band, and sills and caps of extruded aluminum
underscore the geometric precision of the curtain wall. By maintaining a continuum of texture, color, and scale along Pulteney Street,
the new facade completes a monumental front at the northern
boundary of the Houghton Park campus.
The basic parti of the building, an oblong grid of 32-foot bays,
allowed considerable flexibility in open interior planning. (This columnar structure also enabled the three main stories to be raised
above the flood plain of the Chemung River. The open basement,
partially shielded by earth berms, is used as a parking garage.)
Although the simple tectonic logic of posts and slabs is apparent
throughout the interior, the architects have varied it with diagonal
and curved forms that channel circulation and signal major gathering
places. The central atrium-splayed in opposite directions at either
end to avoid the monotony of an unbroken corridor-is the spine
about which all interior spaces are deployed. Roofed with solarreflective skylights, it is also a prime component of the building's
energy program, exposing inner offices to natural illumination while
protecting them from climatic extremes. Orientation of the triangular
indoor courtyards at each end of the atrium was carefully planned to
engender a sense of community. Lewis Davis likens the northern
node of the atrium, which functions as the main lobby, to the front
door of a house, a formal entry for guests. Its counterpart to the
south resembles the "kitchen door," for family (Corning executives
like to speak of the "corporate engineering family"). Nearly every
member of the Decker Building staff enters through this space,
which also houses a cafeteria. "Wherever you enter, you don't feel
you're just stepping into a lobby," says Davis A. Chiodo, Corning's
director of facilities engineering and construction. "The whole
building unfolds before you-but that still doesn't reduce the sense
of excitement and surprise." At center stage in this visual drama are
the boldly scaled stairways, escalators, and barrier-free ramps
which, along with a double bank of elevators, offer even the most
sedentary engineer ample reason to move from floor to floor-just
for the pleasure of the trip.
82
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From the largest public spaces
to the smallest details, every
element of the interior is
designed to promote communication among the staffs of
various engineering departments. Convenient ·stairways
and ramps in the northern end
of the atrium, which functions
as a lobby (top left and right),
invite researchers to visit their
colleagues throughout the
building. A frieze of mirror
glass along the balconies encourages eye contact and reflects a kaleidoscope of decorative effects (right). In the
southern tip of the atrium
(above), trees and cafeteria
tables create a year-round
magnet for personnel from the
entire Corning campus.

Constructed on a 32-foot grid
that permits office landscapes
to be rearranged according to
changing staff needs, the
Decker Building is targeted for
a maximum capacity of 840
users. Besides external links to
other facilities in Corning' s
headquarters complex, the research center has a direct line
to company operations
around the world, thanks to
video satellite transmission
from the Problem Solving
Room, a " miniature think
tank" at the northeast corner
of the second floor . Exacting
technical standards are reflected in sleek interior finishes
and the precise geometry of
curtain-wall surfaces. In order
to emphasize the semicircular
profiles of aluminum spandrel
heads and sills, these members
abut at 90-degree re-entrant
corners rather than standard
miter joints . . The exposed
voids of these heads and sills
are fitted with inset caps,
painted black to emphasize
the gleaming arcs of their projecting rims.
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One of the subtlest, yet most engaging devices employed by
Davis, Brody to relate the soaring atrium spaces to human scale is
the application of continuous strips of mirror glass to balcony fascias
and cornices. These gray-tinted reflective surfaces, which run the
length of the building, offer constantly changing views of activity on
every tier. Fortuitous glimpses of passersby or the occupants of
offices on another level are additional reminders for the engineer of
resources available within easy reach. Lewis Davis notes that the
mirrors also allow every occupant of the building to choose a
personal vantage point from which to observe his favorite kaleidoscopic effects. Considered thematically, this built-in mirror game
embodies the interplay of "hard data" and creative imagination that
underlies the engineer's own work.
Perpendicular to the atrium, banks of utilities and support services
organize every floor into six zones, each of which comprises a group
of functionally related operations. Although laboratories are necessarily surrounded by full-height walls, offices are enclosed either by
62-inch high partitions or by floor-to-ceiling glass screens. The
acoustic privacy furnished by sound-absorbent carpets, fabric wall
coverings, and suspended fiberglass ceilings is reinforced by an
"electronic masking sound" that blots out middle-range noise frequencies. There are no offices around the perimeter, which is
reserved for circulation. Besides permitting work stations to be
assigned on the basis of effective location rather than traditional
perquisites of corners with windows, this arrangement gives everyone access to daylight and a view. A series of bowed oriels,
protruding from the east and west facades, marks the location of 12
coffee lounges, informal meeting places supplied with beverage
machines and high stools. The walls opposite the curved windows
are mounted with washable writing boards for impromptu calculations or drawings. These discussion areas· are positioned at the
junctures of principal office and laboratory sectors on each floor, to
bring together engineers from different disciplines.
After an orientation program that Dr. Allen helped plan, Corning staff moved into the Decker Building last January. There are as
yet no statistical measures of productivity in the engineers' new
home, although management has already observed a "significantly
increased" level of interaction. There have been a few regrets over
the trade-in of old ivory towers for a new glass think tank, but
"Everyone seems to agree," says Davis Chiodo, "there's no better
way to build trust and confidence than by working face to face."
W.C. DECKER ENGINEERING BUILDING, Corning, New York. Owner: Corning
Class Works. Architects: Davis, Brody & Associates-Lewis Davis, partner-

in-charge; Anthony Louvis, associate-in-charge; Ian Ferguson, project designer; Anthony Beaumont, project architect. Engineers: Wiesenfeld & Leon
(structural); Cosentini Associates (mechanical). Landscape architects: Peter
Rolland & Associates. Consultants: Antoine-Heitmann & Associates, Inc.
(curtain wall); Ostergaard Associates (acoustical); Wolf & Company (cost).
General contractor: The John W. Cowper Company.
84
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Wherever possible, lab.oratories have an outside view
(above left). Glass-walled executive offices overlook the
atrium (top and opposite),
.leaving the perimeter free for
daylighting of open-plan staff
areas and bow-windowed coffee lounges (above center).
Conceived as informal meeting places for engineers from
various disciplines, the lounges
are equipped with wall-sized
writing tablets.
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A new generation of
church builders in Texas are
reviving the liturgical arts,
by collaborating in
traditional ways
As the nation's Northeast and Midwest ponder the fate of churches and
synagogues abandoned by dwindling congregations , the South and West are
vigorously building new ones for their growing populations . Four recently
completed houses of worship in Houston by Clovis Heimsath, architect, suggest
that this ancient building form is still vital. At least, St. James Episcopal Church ,
Temple Emanu El, Lord of Life Lutheran Church, and Cypress Creek Christian
Church, seem to express strong spiritual convictions unique to each faith that
cause them to differ markedly in physical appearance.
Heimsath is a designer of strong convictions himself . He believes tha t the
current debate about modern architecture is a call to embody the moral
principles of society in new symbolic forms . Appropriately he is a designer of
churches . No other building type is obliged to carry so much metaphoric
freight. His quest for meaning in religious iconography has made him a student
of what he calls building conventions, the vernacular forms that evolve from
indigenous culture.
Going a step further, Heimsath suggests that architects and artists should
collaborate more with each other and with their communities in the creative
act . The most natural opportunity to begin this cooperation, he feels, is to be
found in ecclesiastical architecture . Heimsath surely relishes the challenge . He
moved a promising practice from Houston to tiny Fayetteville (population : 400),
85 miles west, to establish a community of liturgical artisans . Many of the
religious objects-altars, tabernacles , crucifixes, stations of the cross -that
adorn his churches are produced there by the resident ceram ist, stained glass
maker, cabinet maker, and metal worker.
Although each of Heimsath' s four churches differ in form, certain design
concepts can be readily discerned in all of them. As perceived from the exterior
each building is a symbol of faith, its form the outgrowth of ca refully designed
interior space. Each religious structure is sited in a way which welcomes its
community. Doorways and vestibules, like the portals and narthexes of traditional churches, have been decorated with liturgi cal art explicitly se lected to
help bring the worshippers to a spiritual frame of mind . There are also four
Rudy Hernandez photos

interior concepts: a hierarchy of spaces, the presence of denominational
symbols, an atmosphere that supports counseling, and flexibility for numerous
ways of teaching .
The four churches shown on the following pages are only the beginning of
Heimsath's effort to renew liturgical design with the aid of skilled artisans . He
and his co-workers are engaged in a whole series of such projects at various
stages of completion. VVhether or not he succeeds in his ultimate hope of
creating new symbolic forms, he has already helped create sa nctuaries which
express some of the convictions of the congregations they house and as such
belong uniquely to them. -Roger Yee
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1. St. James Episcopal Church,
Houston, Texas

EXISTING

Perhaps the most modest of the four
churches, Heimsath enlarged its existing basilica plan (left) for changing liturgical needs by
relocating the sacristy and washrooms that
flanked the chancel to make room for new
seating turned 90 degrees from the longitudinal axis of the nave. A vestry and a baptismal
font have been added to the extended
front.
While the renovation leaves the over-all
form of the church intact, the new crossing
filled with chairs instead of pews fosters the
informal sense of community desired by the
church. A diagonal turn at the new narthex
lengthens and deflects the procession to the
altar, providing an area where congregation,
clergy, and choir gather after services. New
stained glass windows designed by Rambusch
Associates and a color scheme contrasting
exposed wood roof trusses against a deep
blue ceiling add a greater feeling of depth to
the nave.
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Maryann Heimsath photos

2. Lord of Life Lutheran Community,
The Woodlands, Texas
A very different problem awaited Heimsath in
designing this completely new facility nestled
in a heavily landscaped residential development. Facing the building site across a wide
avenue was a massive new public school clad
in brick. Heimsath reasoned that the church
would have to present an imposing facade to
the avenue to be a convincing counterpoint
to the school. He also chose to align the main
axes of the two buildings to increase the
importance of each.
Borrowing a page from frontier history,
Lord of Life displays a "false front" (photo
above) that is slightly higher than the interior.
The plan is assymmetrical, as the facade plainly shows. The nave is flanked on one side by
a lofty multi-purpose activity room that can
be opened directly into the nave for overflow crowds, and on the other by the pastor's study and offices. However, the alignment of the major axis can be followed from
the cross and fountain just outside to the rose
88
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window, and down the nave to the altar.
Such respect for ancient religious symmetry
grants a quiet dignity to this modest stucco
and corrugated metal church.
The nave is enclosed by broad wall surfaces pierced by the rose window. An open
screen separates it from the narthex. Tinted
light streams in through the rose window,
contrasting with the calm monochromatic
color scheme of the nave itself. Incandescent
pendant luminaires throw warm pools of light
over the pews. These are turned 90 degrees
to the main axis (photo opposite page). This
arrange_ment enables the congregation to
look at each other as well as the clergy. The
church is filled with original handicrafts: the
ecclesiastic furniture and accessories, luminaires, and rose window, are all the work of
Heimsath's artisans. The stained glass is by
Maryann Heimsath, all ceramic work by Pat
Johnson and the altar and other woodwork
(except the pews) by Rob Hunt.
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3. Temple Emanu El,
Houston, Texas

As one of Housto n' s largest Jewish congregations , this synagogue already possessed a
vast, handsom e facility designed in the Prairie
sty le of Frank Ll oyd W ri ght . Heimsat h' s
charge was to place a flexi ble new sp ace
wit hin the temple com plex to accommodate
wedd ings, bar mitzvahs, and o th er activ ities
requ iring a smaller roo m than the temple
sanctuary .
Th e geometry of the hexago n insp ired
the architect to crea te a non -direct io nal
space, domi nated by the concrete pan ceiling
span ning 65 feet clea r across its inner walls.
This ceiling is subd iv ided into equilateral triangles fro m w hich the va ri ous rnteri or design
elements take their orientati o n . The walls are
formed by storage p anels, the altar, doorways, and sta ined glass w indows mee ting the
ceiling vaul t ri bs in a pa ttern describing the
Star of David . O n the floor , the borde r
between ca.rpet and wood parquet edging is
another hexagon; the handcrafted wood altar
fu rniture is drawn from the same geo metry .
The careful attentio n to detail results in a high
degree o f harmony.

Rudy Hernandez p hotos
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4. Cypress Creek Christian Church and Community Center,
Houston, Texas

0

~ ALLERY 1

1

FIRST FLOOR

0

Probably the most secular of th e four projects , th is building combines facilities for the
church congregation (Disciples of Christ) and
the community at large. Community organizations participated with church members in
planning and financing the church , so that 15
different groups conduct programs there
besides the congregation . The communa l
nature of the building was formally symbolized by the footpath that runs from the
County Library through the church to th e
Cypress Creek Courthouse on the other side .
The congregation itself made th e sta ined glass
windows (not shown) designed by Maryann
Heimsath.
To be so many things to so many people,
the church has been designed on split levels
for easy access, so that the interiors can
readily serve more than one purpose or user.
Its numerous provisions, ranging from church
and community offices and a Sunday school
and day care center to a large mult i-purpo se
activity area, revolve around the Centrum , a
400-seat aud itorium with an altar that doubles
as a three -quarter thrust stage for theater,
music, and community forums . There are few
references to re ligious symbolism here o r
elsewhere within the sharply angular building .
An air of sp iritua lity is sustained , however, by
means of the unexpected soures of natural
light the arch itect has devised , from the glass
doors behind the altar and from cleresto ry
windows at the rear of the congregation and
elsewhere in the church .
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THE TAMAYO MUSEUM
Mexico C ity ' s newest museum , designed by Abraham Zab lud ovsky and
Teodo ro Gonza lez de Leo n , opens to controversy but offers some of the
best ex hibi t spaces to be found anywhere.

" I hope that the people of Mexico ca n enter
this door unburdened by the prejudice that
arti stic creation shoul d be orien ted in a single
direction. " The words were Rufino Tamayo' s.
The occasion was the recent opening in Mexico City of an important new museum , a
museum that bears the celebrated artist's
name and houses his personal collection of
contemporary art , but a museum that many
in Mexico 's art estab lishm ent did not want,
and a museum that was very nearly never
built.
Tamayo's words barely concealed the 82
yea r-old artist ' s keenly felt sense of estrangement in the highly p o liticized world of Mexica n fine arts where fellow artists like Rivera,
Orozco, Siqueiros, and O ' Gorman had left
contemporary art with a strong leftist imprint .
Tama yo never found revolutionary social
themes especially conge nial. Doors closed to
92
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him . In 1936, w ith a mixture of indignation
and regret, he went into voluntary exile.
When he returned after many years in Europe
and America, some things had changed . He
had gained an international reputation and
the persona l wealth that went with it. But
other th ings had not changed. Th e revolutionary mould remained inta ct and sti ll shaped
the choice of material selected for display in
the nation's gal leries and museums. To counter what he felt was a cultural blind spot,
Tamayo offe red his entire collection to the
people of Mexico-provided it could be
hou sed in a museum that bore his name to be
built in Chapultepec Park .
Th e stipulation of Chapultepec, the city's
slender downtown greenbelt, aroused new
controversy, but it was criti ca l to Tamayo's
hopes fo r brin ging the collection to the people, to a place heavily used for re creation

already. A similar reaso ning had long since led
to the establishment of other museums in
Chapu ltepec, just as it had led , in earli er
years, to the loca tion of the Metropolitan
Museum in New York 's Central Park and to
Wash ington's principal museums along the
Mall . A fina l ir ritant to some sectors of Mexico ' s artistic community was the fact that, in
an abrupt and significant break with tradition ,
the new Rufino Tamayo Museum was to be
funded from private sources. Each of these
things, wh ile it added its quotient of bitterness to t he debate that surrounded the project, served to shape both the collection and
the building that houses it. It might be .argued ,
in fact, that the final design benefited from all
the controversy because architects Teodoro
Gonza lez de Leon and Abraham Zabludovsky
knew right from the start what special issues
th e new building would have to confront.
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Plans for the long delayed, 50,000
square-foot, four million dollar
project reveal a complex program
of spaces brought together in
compact but informal relationships.
The lowest two levels contain
exhibition and other public spaces.
The upper level, really a partial
level, houses offices and other
support spaces.

they knew fo r exa mple, that the ChapulteJec question had galva nized a secto r of pubic opinion not otherwise involve d, and th at it
:ould o nly be assuaged - and th en not com)letely-by a design that demonstrated the
Jtmost respect for its surrou ndings. Th ey also
mew that only a design of strong but essenially modest charac ter could d isarm criti cs
rom a small but vocal mino rity w ho com)!ained that Tamayo was building a grand iose
nonument to himself.
In its fi nished fo rm, the Museum con ·ron ts these issues squarely . It is sited wit h
:onsiderab le reticence off the Paseo de la
~efo rm a on a site freed up by the demolition
Jf an existing structure that had fa llen into
:lisuse. Th ough it opens to the Reforma on a
ong diagonal (see site plan), th e Museum is
;hrouded by clumps of syca more trees that
solate it effect ively fro m surrounding build-

ings -in cluding the widely ad mired Museum
of Anthropology by Pedro Ramirez-Vazquez,
its nea rest neighbor to the west . Unlik e the
Anthropo logy Museum tho ugh , the Tam ayo
Museum buries much of its volume in the
ground - or at least draws the earth back up
over its flank s as b erm s o n three sides. The
intention is to minimize the bui lding's apparent volume, and this it does very successfully.
Even above th e level of the berms, th e concrete exteriors-with th eir exposed marble
aggregate - step back in deference to th e
park and in consciously mo delled fo rms (photo left) to produce lively elevations that
change from each p o int of vantage .
Inside, the Museum consists o f two
groups of exhibition halls united by a central,
covered court. Th e exhibit halls, each a different size, house p aintings, engravings and
tap estri es. Th e court is given over to sculp-

ture. Starting at the vest ibule, with its broad
overl ook into the sculpture court (photo
above), the v isitor circul ation is through a
descending circuit of spaces starti ng toward
the w est and ending in the exhi b ition spaces
to th e east o f th e court (see plan) . Th e ro ute
can be broken in half by returning {o the
vestibule by means of the long pedestrian
ramp in the sculpture court. Those visitors
who continue for the full circu it ca n either
return to the ves tibul e by a stair o r descend
still ano th er level to a patio restaurant and a
250-seat audito rium located unde r the entry
pla za. The various spaces fl ow easily into o ne
another and the visitor is guided from one to
the next without any sense of coersio n.
Th e palette of interior f inishes has been
kept to a practical m inimum. The walls are
uniformly finished in the same concrete with
exposed aggregate that is used o n the exteriARCHITECTURA L RECORD September 1981
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ors, and ·the floors are a pine parquet , sanded
and highly polished. In color and texture , th e
co ntrast . between the two mat erials is
exceedingly ri ch and effecti ve. Artifi cial light
and daylight are simil arly combined for bal- ·
ance· and blend .
Though the .Museum ' s spaces are essentially orthogonal, a very strong sense of the
diagonal is es tablish ed overhead in most of
the spaces. It is the diagonal of the entry axis
fro m th e Reforma, and it is stated in th e
two-way waffl e slabs of · the exhibit spaces
(photos right) and restated emphatically in th e
roof stru cture over th e sculp ture court (photo above and previous page).
Th e Museum ' s collection is substa nti al. In
additio n to a dozen works by Tamayo, it
encompasses some 300 or so work s by 168
contemporary arti sts in cl uding Picasso , Leger,
Miro, Ern st , Dubuffet and D al i among others.
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All th ese works are displayed in the most .
sympatheti c of surroundings and are made as
accessible to the p eo ple of 'Mexico as possible . Some who have already visited the
Museu m came despite the controversy; others because of it. But most, like ·museum
visitors everywhere, are rath er indifferent to.
the art world's inner tensions and turmoils .
Th ey came - and will continue to come-to
enjoy the Museum and its co llection , to cherish it for what it is in stead of scorning it for
what it is not . Barclay Cordon
THE RUFINO TAMA YO MUSEUM, MEXICO CITY .
Arc hitects: Abraham Zabludovsky-Teodoro Conzalez de Leon -Francisco Lopes; construction

supervision. Stru ctural design: D ICSA. Mu se ography: Fernando Gamboa. Lighting consultants: Jules
Fisher-Paul M arantz, CID lnstalaciones. Co ntracto r :

CUTSA.

Th e narrow range of finish materials
unites exhibit spaces that are
sharply varied in size and
proportion. Th ese spaces are also
nicely modulated by changes of
level and by variations in quality
o f light. The interiors provide
fr'equent glimpses into the
surrounding park (photo left) or
into the small, enclosed court
(photo above) soon to be enriched
with a suitable outdoor sculpture. , ·

rAMA YO MUSEUM
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IN THE ARCHITECTURAL VANGUARD ..
Rodolfo Machado and Jorge Silvetti
are held in high esteem. But apart
from an ill-fated renovation of the
Harvard Faculty Club-regrettably
disassembled before completion by
a changing of the faculty club's
administrative guard-their reputation is predicated exclusively on
writing, teaching, and drawing. This
interior remodeling of a Boston luncheon club constitutes an auspicious, if second, beginning.

@Steve Rosenthal photos

Any self-respecting compendium of the reigning avant-garde would be incomplete without
Rodolfo Machado and Jorge Silvetti. They
have secured their position as active-and
influential-participants in the current architectural (r)evolution by virtue of their curricula vitae: impeccable academic credentials
(Machado heads the Department of Architecture at the Rhode Island School of Design,
and Silvetti is associate professor at Harvard),
and a firm portfolio brimming with exquisite
drawings of unrealized projects (the most
memorable being the "Steps of Providence,"
an urban design scheme for Providence,
Rhode Island). And like their colleagues in the
post-modern pantheon, the Boston-based
Argentinians rose to international prominence
on the wings of the countless exhibitions and
competitions that have provided so much
luster for the profession and the press, over
the last five years. But while invitations to the
1980 Venice Biennale and the "Chicago Tribune Tower Competition: Late Entries" are
the very stuff of "cutting edge" dreams, that
particular wave seems to have reached its
crest. Even in the ranks of the avant-garde,
what's generating attention-and ambitions-now, is architecture rendered in three
dimensions rather than two. With this project, Machado/Silvetti take their first step in
the long journey from paper architecture to
built architecture.
First commissions are frequently characterized by the vaunting ambitions of the
98
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architect: too often, even a humble house
addition looks as though the designer packed
ten years of ideas onto the porch alone. But
Rodolfo Machado and Jorge Silvetti are no
neophytes to architecture: they are sophisticated designers, who, at 39, know the difference between ambition and pretense. Their
interior remodeling of Boston's venerable
Downtown Club is ambitious, but it is also
restrained and appropriate.
The architects were given a generous
budget and a portion of the penthouse capping the State Street Bank Building, a space
they dub "innocuous contemporary." The
project's design determinants came in two
forms: building regulations banned changes
to existing floors, windows, walls, ceilings,
and even curtains; and the clients specified
very particular imagery-they wanted a room
that would "reflect the two major aspects of
the club: an old club in an old city, and the
sea." Considering the magnitude of the physical constraints, and the specificity of the
esthetic goal, the architects availed themselves brilliantly of the only remaining means
responsive to both: they concentrated on
furniture and casework.
Each day at noon, members of the prestigious luncheon club are ushered to their table
through the velvet curtains of the consciously
too-grand entrance, flanked by urns abandoned by the Harvard Faculty Club (top). The
entry opens onto a circulation corridor
defined by three facades and a parallel line of

freestanding consoles (elevations overleaf).
The massive facades serve to anchor th
otherwise ill-defined room, and, by sugges
tion, subdivide the necessarily open-plan dining area by proffering three individual backdrops for three distinct bays. This visual subdivision is reinforced by two false beams that
reach from between the facades to the window-wall (axonometric overleaf). The five
freestanding consoles function as either hostess station, waitress station, or linen cabinet;
they also guide circulation, introduce a smallscale element, and reiterate the established
spatial definition. The mahogany casework
has been expertly crafted into columns, pediments, cornices, keystones, and overscaled
moldings. These classical elements provide
ornament, detail, and a hint of grandeur; in
the architects' words, they add "character."
Machado/Silvetti have quite conspicuously chosen a classical architectural idiom for
this project: to some, that will be merely
fashionable; to the 500 members of the
Downtown Club, it is perfectly appropriate.
A postscript is added by Machado: "We
don't yet build buildings, so we build furniture that looks like buildings." If the furniture
is any indication, the buildings should be
worth waiting for. -Charles K. Candee
THE DOWNTOWN CLUB, Boston, Massachusetts.
Owner: State Street Bank. Architects: Machado/Silvetti. General contractor: A. Bonfatti & Company.
Cabinet work: Scott & Duncan, Inc.
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MIXING MEMORY AND DESIGN

D
lv\erchants catering to the carriage trade are
no less competitive than their colleagues in
the suburban mall, and even on Madison
Avenue-the luxe commercial spine of Manhattan's Upper East Side-quiet good taste is
frequently neighbor to wretched excess. But
if the neighborhood's salmon-colored marble
facades, blinding mirror-glass windows, and
sidewalks inset with treacherous-when-wet
white tile are dizzying, refuge can be found
by turning off the avenue at 69th Street. From
the corner, all you have to guide you are
three white canopies inscribed with the
words "SOINTU: HARMONY IN MODERN
DESIGN" and suspended above a door and
two windows neatly punched into the side
wall of a modest stucco building. But to the
sophisticated eye, attuned to the elegance of
clean lines confidently drawn, the detour will
come naturally. In contrast to the din of the
avenue, such restraint constitutes an eloquent
sidestreet whisper.
A year ago, however, restraint and subtlety
were not terms applicable to the shoebox
space at 20 East 69th Street: a western-wear
store that preceded this design employed the
more aggressive, and familiar, marketing tool
of a large plate-glass window, cutting into the
building on the diagonal, intended by its angle
and ready display of merchandise to lure
pedestrians off the avenue. But when New
York architect Tod Williams was given the
commission to design a shop for selling
"modern design objects," he elected to forgo the glass, "to replace the wall and to
reinforce the integrity of the structure . . . to
embrace its solidity." But such high-minded
architectural motives were compounded by
the scale of the diminutive objects to be
sold-an Alvar Aa!to vase would be lost
behind a 10-foot sheet of glass.
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The section and axonometric
(above) illustrate the means by
which a pavilion was inserted
into a tiny street-level space.

Though retail veterans will fault the discreet facade as too-easily passed by, perspicacious shoppers are amply rewarded: once
inside, expectation created by the pristine
triangular canopies gives way to wonder at
the near-magical atmosphere of this tiny
room. Behind the diligently restored exterior
wall-stuccoed and painted to match the rest
of the building-Williams inserted a three- by
four-bay pavilion. To help reinforce the parti,
he created the illusion of structural independence: definition is provided by pilasters
interlaced with display cases, and columns
pulled either inside, slightly free of the facade
(to emphasize the separation of building/container and pavilion/contained), or pushed to
the rear to divide the display area from the
service counter. The most prominent feature
of the room is an overscaled vitrine, designed
to display the "single most precious object"
in the shop; but the glass pyramid cap, the
encircling bench, and the four cavities along
the base are mini-clues to the various motifs
that provide SOINTU with its evocative-if to
some rarefied- air.
Williams likens the vitrine with its tripartite
division to a building; indeed, in elevation and
massing there is a direct parallel to his scheme
for the "Chicago Tribune Tower Competition: Late Entries," done with associate Billie
Tsien. The analogy is extended by the addition of four cavities at the base-according
to Williams, symbolic "entrances" to the
building/vitrine. Apart from its self-referential
value, the vitrine also serves the important
service of guiding circulation around the
shop, past each of the eight display cases.
The bench provides both a functional and
provocative element: obviously, customers
are being invited to use the bench as a seat
for appraising the objects displayed in the
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cases , but museum-goers wi ll fee l nostalgic as
they sit in th is silen t, d imly-lit roo m and look
into glass cases containing not reli cs but
" modern design objects." Such associations
are heighte ned by the glass pyramid (echo ing
the triangu lar ca no pies) that po in ts toward
the side-lit inset in th e ceiling, and by the
backdrop of the side-lit panel terminating the
hal l that leads to an office and storage room.
It's almost as if a Pharao h w ith a p rescient
taste fo r the Modern Movement st ocked his
pyramid wit h 20th-century housewa res.
Clearly, most Madison Avenue shoppers
stopping in to purchase Sca ndinavian stemwa re o r Swiss cutlery will not be susceptible
to - or even interested in - the allusive gestures being made here. And perh aps on ly
those initiated into the cu rrent stream of
post-modernism will take pleasure in the selfrefe rential abstraction of a bu ilding fo r the
vitrine, and the va ri ous references to a museum, to a reliqua ry, o r even to a tomb. Wh at
everyone w ill notice, however, is a ve ry
special litt le room w ith near-pee rless detailing, impeccable construction, an exquisite
palette , and the unexpected tranq uili ty of an
evocative atmosphere. A nd just as th e " modern design ob jects" on disp lay so succinctl y
captu re the spi ri t of their tim e, this interior
pavilion, with its full complem ent of references and associatio ns, captures some of th e
more spirited aspirations of ou r time.

-Charles K. Candee
SO INTU, N ew York , New York . Owner: Kipp Traf-

ton. Architect s: Tod Williams and Associates-Tod
Williams, principal-in-cha rge; Susan Bower, associate-in-charge; Robert McAnulty, associate; David
Warner, assistant. Consu lta nt: Rick Shaver {lighting).
General contracto r : Albert Disser of D isser Con-

struction Company (with Eamon Duffy).
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ALVAR AALTO
IN CONTEXT
by Robert M. Kliment

"The modern world searches the art of the past for forms
that anticipate and vindicate those of the present."- J.C. Lemagny

The modern world of architecture should search also for an understanding of the origins and intentions from which those forms are
derived . The perception of the past and the degree to which that
perception has been directly engaged in the teaching and the practice
of architecture has of course increased radically in recent years. As
architects we search for guidance and inspiration not only from forms
and from theories, but also from periods we perceive as historically
and culturally related to our own; and from both we derive not only
ideas for the development of our work, but in those forms and from
those periods also a measure of vindication of the work we have
already done.
Of building forms and theories there are many, and upon many
of them we draw . Of historical and cultural periods parallel to the
present there is, however , one of particular relevance, and that of
course is the period from 1890 to 1930, which marked the decline of
the classical tradition and the rise of functionalist modernism. The
functionalist modern esthetic and theoretical source is but one of
three overlaid but nonetheless distinct idioms and attitudes which
characterize architectural language at present. The other two are the
vernacular and the classical. Much of the most interesting work of the
past twenty years draws, in relevant balance , upon all three; rather
than, in polemical isolation, upon one alone . The work of the early
twentieth century was also characterized by the same three idioms,
but the difference between this architecture and that of today lies in
the relative importance given to each idiom. For the architecture of
today, modernism is the immediate precedent and ther efore the
inertial norm, and the reengagement of the classi cal tradition and of
vernacular usage embodies ideas that are new.
In the early twentieth century, the classical tradition, modified by
vernacular precedent and local usage, was the inertial norm, and
functionalist modernism was the vehicle for and symbol of the new
architecture . Then too, some of the work most interesting and
instructive to us now also drew on all three idioms . It was work that
did not adhere to one style, but rather established between the three
a coherent fusion calibrated to the nature and requirements of
program, site and symbol ; an inclusive order characterized by the
engagement of classical and vernacular precedent with relevant
attributes of the functionalist modern style.
There is much work of this kind throughout Western Europe and
the United States, but it is in the architecture of Finland that these
three idioms and their interrelationships seem most instructive to me .
There are three reasons for this: First, because Finland is a small
country with few major centers of construction and a closely knit
architectural profession, the new architecture soon became perva sive
and coherent; second, because the search for a new style, fusing th e
classical and vernacular precedents with modernism , was a conscious
expression of the national will , perceived as related to the movement
toward independence of Finland as a nation; third , and most significantly, because this was the time and the place in which the career of
Alvar Aalto began .
When my partner Frances Halsband and I were invited by th e
Museum of Finnish Architecture to exhibit in Helsinki in the summer of
R.M . Kliment practices architecture in New York City with his partner Frances Halsband
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Top : interior of the Univer sity Library in Helsinki by Carl Ludwig Engel ("1836-·18
above : interio r o f the main Universit y building b y Engel ("1 828-1832)

"I found myself more interested in the work
Detail of T e l~ phon e Building, Helsinki b y L ~rs Sonck ( 19 1·1)
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Jni versi ty Library in Hels inki by Engel (1836 -1840)

R.M. Kliment photos except as noted

J's predecessors, the relationships of each to the other and of Aalto to them."
Mortgage Bank, Helsink i by Lars Sonck (1 908)
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1980, and to particip ate there in a symposium on the current stat e o f
our profession, th e opportuni ty seemed auspicious and opportune. It
was a chance to exchange v iews w ith Finnish and o th er European
colleagues, to see th e new work of Aalto , and for th e first time to see
a coherent body o f work of a p eriod that my partner and I had come
to see as related to our o wn. I had been to Finland o nce b efore, in
1960, fo llowing m y graduati o n fro m architectural school and a year
spent in Italy. Wh at I chose t o see in 1960 and what I chose to see in
1980, my perceptio n o f Aalto th en and my p erception o f Aalto no w ,
are a measure of th e extent to whi ch th e architecture o f th e pas t in
general, but mo re particul arly that o f t he non-moderni st p ast of the
last 100 years, has b een reengaged into th e curren t teaching and
practice of architecture.
In 1960 I visited o nly Aalto buildings, and w as barely aware of
anything in Finland th at went before . I saw Aalto as quite sep arat e
from his past and hav ing little connectio n with it, other than with
some aspects of the 17th and 18th century woo den churches in th e
villages and countryside. A alto seemed to me then a pheno meno n of
invention and inspirati o n. Indeed, he has remained so still , but his
roo ts in Fi nnish architecture w ere o f no concern to me tw enty yea rs
ago , no r did Finnish architecture as a f o rmal sequence interest me at
that time. In th e spirit o f the fifties I was instru cted by Aalto as
modernist and ignored hi s connectio ns to hi s neo-classic contemporaries and t o his predecessors. O n m y return to Finl and last year I
fo und mys elf mo re interested in the work o f Aalto's predecessors, the
re lationships o f each to the other, and of Aalto to th em . For instance,
one ma jo r characteristic of Aa lto ' s work that m y p artner and I have
long admired and emulated in our w o rk is the knitting together o f
discrete elements into a co herent organism, by means of a specially
fo rmed and textured o rga nizing, o ri enting, and usually central space;
and the engagement of th at o rga nism into its context. This inte ntio n
and this device have littl e in commo n with th e w o rk o f Aalto's
moderni st co ntempo rari es, and is derived fr o m th e central spaces o f
classical planning and th e ve rn acu lar systems of craft and decorati o n.
This percep tion o f Aalto 's w o rk in the context of Finnish precedent
rather th an as t he singular oeuvre o f a modern master has been
instructive to us. By seeing him as part of a sequence he serves to
engage the work o f his predecessors into our o wn experi ence .
Th e Finnish architecture w hich fo rm s this sequence includes th e
verna cular wooden churches; the neoclassical civ ic, religio us and
institutio nal building of th e ea rl y and mid- 19th centuries; th e national
roma ntic and neoclassic buildings o f the late 19th and earl y 20th
centuries, including th e w o rk of Eliel Saarin en in th e United States;
and, last ly, the work o f Aa lto himself.
The early woo den churches are characterized by a simple art iculation of elements subo rdinated t o th e coherent wh ole. Th eir sanctuari es, interior woo den vaulting, ri bs and infill as well as th eir exteri o r
roo f prof iles are enhanced b y vern acular o rn ament.
Th e neoclassical work in Helsinki of 1805 to 1840 is symmetrical
and axially planned . Sp ecial places are mark ed on the exterior by
portico, pediment and dom e; o n the inte ri o r, by higher spaces, clearl y
arti culated, elaborate ly bound, and generously lighted . Such importan t places appear as eff ective as they do in part because of th e
manner in w hich th e 19 th -ce ntury Finnish architects handled the
elements of figure and gro und . By simplifying the backgroun d whil e
elabo ratin g the orn ament they gave th e work a quality commo n t o
Georgian and to much neoclassical architectur e, fro m Ledoux and
Boulee on .
Th e natio nal ro mantic style and th e neoclassica l work that
followed, a p eri od ro ughly fro m 1890 to 1930, embodies qualiti es of
bo th vern acular and cl assical architecture. The vern acular craft decorative dev ices are overl ayed o n the classical aspirati o ns to clari ty and
ord er, marking no t o nly special places, bu t also elements o f the
cl assical cano n w here deco ration and elaboration are norm ally t o be
found . For instance, th e capitals of column s and pilas ters turn out no t
to be Io nic o r Corinthi an, bu t freely in ve nted o rn ament includin g
strange devices from the nati o nal pas t.
It was in thi s sequence and fr om this traditi o n th at the career of
Aa lto emerged : First, his derivative v ern acular work of the Tampere
exposition in 1922, and the neoclassical work in Senajo ki and Jyvaskyla of 192 4 and 1925; th en the intern atio nal style - exempli fied by
Paimi o, Turun Sanomat, V iipuri and Sunila- of th e late ' 20s and ' 30s;
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Town Hall at Saynatsalo by Alvar Aalto (1 950-1 952)

"This perception of Aalto's work in the conte
Kingswood School, Cranbrook, Michigan by Eliel Saarinen (1929)

,1

}p : Otaniemi Technica l School (1949) ; above : Aa lbo rg Muse um, by Aa lto

Interior and exterior of 18th-century church at Petajaves i

,-, - '
Lars Pettersson

ih precedent rather than as the single oeuvre of a modern master has been instructive to us."
_D ining room at Cranbrook by Eliel Saarinen (1928)
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and after 1945 the highly personal style that engaged in each project,
in varying balance, aspects of all that went before.
The quality that is admirable and instructive in the architecture of
Aalto and his immediate predecessors is to be found in its capacity to
deal with issues large and small in scale, general and particular in
nature; to respond expressively to problems of connections and
texture that are the concern of the larger community, along with
issues of idiosyncrasy and particularity that are the concern of the
institutions, the special places and individual people of which that
community is composed. This quality of early twentieth century
architecture is shared by its neoclassic predecessor of the early 19th
century and, within a range in which the idiosyncratic is more
constrained, with architecture in the classical tradition generally. The
quality in which this architecture of the early twentieth century moves
beyond its predecessors is in this very acceptance of a wider range of
the exceptional, the particular and the idiosyncratic.
These qualities describe the intentions of our own work. Shown
here in illustration of our aims are a project for a science library for
Swarthmore College and a project for a weekend house in the
country. The Swarthmore campus is composed of randomly placed
buildings, designed in a variety of styles, dating from the 1860s to the
present. The principal organizing elements of the campus are Parrish
Hall of the 1860s, a three-hundred-foot long gray stone building with
balloon mansard roofs and white porticoed pavilions at center and
ends, a 1500-foot-long a/lee of century-old oak trees on the axis of
Parrish to the south, and a nature preserve to the west. At the north
end of the campus axis is the Dupont Physics and Chemistry building,
completed in 1960, made of exposed concrete frame, tan exposed
aggregate precast concrete panels, and brick.
Our intention in the siting and the design of the library was to
extend to the north the order originally established by Parrish and the
line of trees to the south, to preserve and define the open space and
its connection to the nature preserve, and to engage the 1960
building into the preexisting and vernacularized classicism of the
campus.
The means to this end are a combination of classical, vernacular
and modernist elements. On the exterior, to the south facing the
campus, on axis with Parrish, there is an apparently symmetrical
facade made of light grey granite, with buff sandstone light plaques,
score lines and base, and an elaborated sandstone entrance portal
marked by two dark grey granite columns, upon a plinth of the same
material. To the west is a portico. The northeast elevation facing
Dupont is made of strip windows with sandstone spandrel panels,
arced to engage the library to the Dupont building and into the
garden at its core. The interior is organized about a central double
height space at the entrance with axes extending north, east and
west.
The project for a weekend country house was based on the
Georgian Wythe house in Williamsburg, Virginia. The model of the
freestanding Georgian house consists in its most basic elements of
brick enclosing walls, hip roof, chimneys and openings of varying
degrees of elaboration. The Wythe house is among the most austere
examples of this prototype.
Our intention in this project was to elaborate upon this most
simple of models to accommodate the requirements of the modern
country house; to continue, in effect, a 250-year tradition of housebuilding that has reflected elements of the classical idiom, and of
vernacular and modern usage, in varying degrees and intensities, in its
accommodation to evolving requirements.
Jn this project, the basic organization of the whole and the
location of decorative elements have followed the classical model,
because the model is in fact so accommodating. However, the
decorative elements themselves, the openings of each elevation, the
entrance hall and stair, draw upon classical, vernacular and modernist
precedents but constitute, within the general continuing order, a
different and more idiosyncratic language particular to circumstance.
Thus our work is related to aspects of the architecture of the
early twentieth century not primarily by form and ornament, though
that may be a consequence, but rather by an affinity for the sources
and intentions which we attribute to that architecture; that is, a
balance, appropriate to circumstance, of elements of classical, vernacular and modernist origins. ·

"Our work is related to aspects of the archite
Project for a country house by R.M. Kliment & Frances Halsband Architects
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Hall
Library
Living room
Dining room
Kitchen
Bedroom
Sitting room
Master bedroom
Dressing room
-
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1e early twentieth century not primarily by form and ornament ... "

BUILDING TYPES STUDY®565

NEW PRIORITIES
IN COLLEGE BUILDING

A NEW MASTER PLAN RESHAPES LEHMAN COLLEGE AND ITS LOCATION
Architects Todd/Pokorny have accomplished
the difficult feat of reorganizing an outmoded, classical campus plan with sensitivityredesigning the older buildings for new uses
while mixing in large, bold and strikingly modern new buildings in unanticipated locations.
Jn developing their plan for the Bronx, New
York location, the architects have addressed
both changing urban patterns (which have
strongly affected this campus) and the need
for more career-oriented programs in this
traditionally liberal-arts school (an academic
reality affecting colleges everywhere).
The original 1928 plan by architects
Thompson Holmes & Converse and Frank
Meyers envisioned a formal arrangement of
buildings around a large central space, open
to the east onto the green lawns of a future
112
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Bronx Community College. Those "green
lawns" are now, in fact, noisy train yards.
And when Todd/Pokorny began work in
1968, only four of the Collegiate Gothic
buildings of the original plan were built-and
these were subsidiary buildings, not the
planned-for grand main building. Together
with the train yards on the other side, the
missing main building left the central space a
vast scaleless relic of earlier intentions.
The architects' first important decision was
to plan the new library and concert hall as
one long building. This closes the eastern end
of the central space, insulating it from the
train yards, and gives it a tighter, more urban
character in keeping with the neighborhood,
the scale of the existing buildings, and the
realities of controlled entry points needed for

security. The rounded end of the concert hall
was designed to form a funnel-like, controlled
main entry into the central space for all visitors and students.
The second important decision was to
excavate the central space and the areas for
all new construction to permit a bi-level series
of walks-the lower ones covered for
inclement weather-and to facilitate construction of foundations in a rock-filled site.
Just as the architects had to make important decisions about adapting an old campus
plan to the realities of existing conditions,
they had to face the realities of radically
altered academic goals that had emerged by
1968, and that continued to change during
the planning and construction process. President Leonard Lief regards Lehman as a liberal

that the pressing needs of the post-war baby boom are over, it is apparent that the main thrust of campus planning will
ange. The frantic pressures to build have subsided, and an era of stability lies ahead for most universities and colleges.
No-year colleges, graduate schools, and some under-graduate schools in the Sun Belt can expect continued growth.)
The shift in planning priorities will be from speed and volume to refinement. Even on campuses with shrinking enrollments,
w buildings and the remodeling of old ones will be required to accommodate more sophisticated teaching techniques and
xe specialized programs for the careers that many students have now set for themselves. Schools must also change to
commodate more community involvement-often through public cultural and athletic events. (It is no coincidence that all
)W

ree projects on the following pages contain theaters.) More importantly, stable enrollments advance the opportunity of
fining or even reshaping whole campus plans to bring them into harmony with currently projected enrollments and the realities
changing environments. - Charles K. Hoyt

I

. . . (.
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Robert Motzkin photos

rts college. "But we have to face the realities
1f a different world," he says. Eighty per cent
1f the students work, and the average age
1as risen from eighteen in 1968 to twenty-six
1 1981. Accordingly, the school has supplenented the liberal arts program with vocaional and professional training for such
:areers as nursing and computers.
One such program-in performing arts1as given Lehman a particularly attractive
lraw for certain students, and President Lief
!Xpects that draw to maintain enrollment at
tbout the current 7000-student level, while
lther city colleges lose enrollment. It is a very
lrofessional and prestigious program that has
;trongly shaped the character of the new
'acilities and the way others have been
·emodelled.
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Lehman has four major spaces - and several minor ones-for the full-scale production
of plays and concerts . The enormous 2,300seat concert hall is notable not only for its
unusual size but for its fine acoustics-despite
an unconventional flaired plan which brings a
sense of intimate contact with the stage from
the farthest seats. In fact , the hall has attracted widespread critical acclaim and is constantly rented to private producers, who
attract major performers to its stage . The
result is a perfect match for Lief's intentions
that the college expand the services of the
campus into the surrounding community.
The other p erforming arts facilities are
located in the new speech and theater building-planned around sep arate public and
production corridors-and in the music build114
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ing, remodeled by Todd / Pokorny from a
student union . Th ey are for the exclusive use
of the students, and are also in constant use .
The second major performing arts space is
the 500-seat auditorium in the speech and
theater building . It is unusual for the very
steep rake· of its seating (see section overl~af)
and again for the resulting intimacy with the
stage . According to the assistant director of
the performing arts center, Valerie Simmons,
the actors had, at first, a difficult time learning
to project upwards, but the result s have paid
off in the all-important interaction of
audience and performers. O ther facilities for
the atrical productions include a cub e-shaped
" black box " for small experimental plays and
a jewel-like recital hall in the auditorium of
the former student union .

A new gymnasium has been planner:l by
Conklin & Rossant to be partially underground to preserve the northern o pen space
It is highest of Lief's present priorities for
which he is seeking funding.
LEHMAN CO LLEGE CENTER FOR THE ARTS, Bronx,

New York . Owner: Dormitory Authority of the

State of New York. Architects : Todd/ Pokornypartner-in-charge: Jan Hird Pokorny; partner-incharge of production: David F. M Todd; project
designers · Stuart Pertz (master plan); Paul Basile
(buildings). Engineers: Slocum & Fuller (mechanical\;
Geiger/ Berger Associates (structural); Eberlin and
Eberlin (site). Landscape architect : R. T. Schnadelbach. Consultants · Ranger Farrell & Associates
(acoustical); Consultants Collabnration (food services); McKee-Berger-Mansueto, Inc. (cost).
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The unusual fan shape of the concert
hall can be seen in the plans and the
photos below and opposite. In the
latter view, from the remodeled
music building across the main campus entry, the effort to integrate new
and old esthetics with the sloping
roofs of the stair towers can be seen.
Also, the architects have made a
great effort to match the older fieldstone walls with a variegated limestone facing on all new builingsincluding the library, visible in the
background. Over the top floor of
the library, monitors admit light to
stairwells and reading areas (photo
above). Pokorny regards this as a
background, loft-type building, appropriate to its use and budget.

ENTRANCE LEVEL (LI BRA RY AND CONCERT HALL)

SECTION A-A

THIRD LEVEL

20

20
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The unu suall y steep rak e of the main
th ea ter in the new speec h and th eater bu ilding ca n be seen in the sma ller
photos and sectio n . As in th e concert
hall, there is a mechani cal-lift stage.
Th e stage ca n be ex tended in depth
by a mova bl e wa ll that open s up a
rehea rsal room. Class and pract ice
rooms in thi s bu ilding look o ut onto a
pa ved courtyard that slopes down to
admit light to a cafeteria und er th e
terra ce next to th e music building .
Th e two buildings are co nnected by a
new lobby, w hich gives access to
performing art s spaces in bo th .
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A NEW CENTER UNITES A MICHIGAN CAMPUS
Ulrich Franzen & Asso ciates-working with
associated archi tects Tomblinson , Harburn,
Yurk & Asso ciates - hav e designed, fo r the
University of Michigan at Flint, a new student
union . And that new bui lding achieves thr ee
important planning goals for a new 8000stud ent campus on the nint Riv er.
First, because it link s group s of bui ldings at
each end of the rectangular campus, it forms
a pleasdnt indoor ro ute between th ese buildings in a climate that is often harsh. This role
(s ee isometric) is emphasize d by a dramatic
aerial bridge wit h a curving transparent acrylic roof leading to an ad jacen t building, and
yet another bridge and a direct connection to
futur e campu s b uildings.
Th e second ro le of the student union is to
give definitio n to the northern edge of the
118
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ca mpus and to create an outdoor terrace
appropriately sca led and shaped to become a
student gathering place during good weather.
Beyond this edge of the campus, a strip of
land along th e river is being developed as a
park , which will be linked to the centra l space
by a passage through the bui lding at its midpoint .
Th e third planning role that the new building achieves is to provide a formal entrance
to tli e campus-and the architects have
emphasized thi s role by the two sign ificant ly
different sca les of the park. facade (see photo
right) . One facade sets back and has a strong
large-scale massing . A ceremonial gate is
formed by a freestand ing segment of the
buff-gray masonry walls (see small photo,
top) . Th e ot her fa cade sits forward , and has a

·\

\

.

Large areas .of glass make a va riety oi
fo rm s on the south wa ll. Those fo rm s
help to mold th e central part of the
camp us- w hich th ey par tiall y enclose - into a p leasa nt gat her in g
place for students. The transparency
of this wa ll allows an interaction
between students in side and out. The
ceremonial entrance to the camp us is
located on the north side o f the building facing th e river (p hotos ab ove
and below left).

·..
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FIRST FLOOR

The bridges that connect to adjacent
buildings facilitate the student
center's role as a connecting link.
They are at the second and third floor
levels where the primary passages
from one end of the center to the
other are located. At the first-floor
level, the building is separated by an
outdoor passage from the ceremonial
gate to the center of the campus (see
plan and section right). Other entrances into the building include that
into the multi-story lobby (section
and photo below).

20

EAST-WEST SECTION A·A

smaller-scale more open facade related to the
park. However-as these facades both face
north-neither has as open a character as
might otherwise be expected. Instead, the
openness was reserved for the sunny south
side.
The student center was conceived to offer
an unusually broad range of amenities within
a single building-again reducing the need for
outdoor walks in the winter. The large glass
areas admit sunlight to a variety of spaces for
student clubs and organizations, dining, arts
and crafts, counseling, health care, and different lounges for socializing, games and reading. The most unusual facility is a swimming
pool intended solely for leisure use.
Other facilities include a rathskeller, an art
gallery, a convenience-book store and an

experimental theater-as well as a room with
a floor of carpeted steps for movies, lectures
and community functions. The building's concrete structure has been expressed by
exposed coffered ceilings in many of the
larger spaces.
UNIVERSITY CENTER, Flint, Michigan. Owner: Uni-

versity of Michigan, Flint-director of campus
development: Robert Wilson. Architects: Ulrich
Franzen & Associates-associate-in-charge: Samuel
Nylen. Associated architects: Tomblinson, Harburn,
Yurk & Associates. Engineers: McClurg & McMillan
(structural); Fuerstenberg, Crompton & Associates,
Inc. (mechanical/ electrical). Consultants: StephensBangs Associates Inc. (food service); Auer/Nichols
(interiors). General contractor: Sorensen-Cross
Construction Company.
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The passages between bridges are
connected by a dramatic stair in the
main lobby (photo far right), and by
other secondary stairs . The pool is
located in the two-story space with
the curv ing glass wall that plays such
an important rol e in shaping the
central part of the campus. The architects have brought a sense of liveliness to the building by making the
pool visible from outside, from the
high ce ntral lobby, and from the passages above. The lounges for various

122

types of activities are located under
the sloping sections of the southfacing glass roofs and are filled with
sunlight on good days. The main
spaces have exposed coffered concrete ceilings-like that in the stepped and carpeted room (photo
below) which is used for movies, lectures and community functions . Concrete in a variety of finishes also
forms the walls of the main lobby and
emphasizes the building's tough durable nature.
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THE VAST STONY BROOK CAMPUS ON LONG ISLAND GETS A FOCUS
Architects Damaz, Pokorny, Weigel took
over the master planning for this 1,000-acre
New York State campus in 1965 and have
coordinated the work of up to five separate
architectural firms working on far-flung
centers for science, math, engineering, medicine and the humanities. The architects have
developed a straightforward design language
for all of the buildings and established consistent materials: buff-colored co ncrete and
warm brown brick . Their input began at a
time when the university was changing from
a small inst itution in scattered neocolonial
buildings to a giant campus projected to have
25 ,000 students (although that projection has
now dropped to about the current enrollment of 16,000).
Th e architects wanted a design language
124
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that would be appropriate to the new scale.
For the small older buildings that were to
remain, Jan Pokorny simply recommended
planting ivy.
Damaz, Pokorny, Weigel ' s own buildings
are those that surround th e heart of the
campus-a terraced hillside plaza where students of all of the many separate disciplines
can meet . There is a student union , connected by an elevated walkway to the north; a
library; and the most recent building, which is
shown here : an L-shaped fine-arts cen ter
which encloses two sides of the plaza, giving
the plan not just a sense of containment but a
symbolic ce remonial ent ran ce through a
three-story-high portal (see sma ll photo
above and right side of plan). The architect s
had also planned a beacon-like tower for the

university' s administrative offices on the
fourth side of the pla za - but the drop in
expected enrollment has left this project in
question .
There are five theaters in the north wing .
Th e major theater has 1200 seats , is designed
for a wide range of performances-plays to
opera, and is piggy-backed over a 400-seat
recital hall. Sharing extensive production faci lities are three experimental theaters in w hich
the audience and stage can be arranged in a
variety of relationships . All of the theaters
open off of a large multi-story lobby, which
also gives access to an art gallery for intermission enjoyment. The south wing holds a variety of semi nar rooms, offices, and music
practice spaces, all arranged around large
skylit studios for art on th e top floor and

Th e architects were asked to take
ove r master pl anning for the entire
campu s and the design of the library
(l eft in bo ttom photo and plan) and
th e new fine-arts ce nt er (all photos
and right in plan) . Together these
form a nu cleus fo r the campus and
enclose a ce ntral plaza that is usuall y
filled with student activity. Without a
tower o nce planned for the so uth
side, the high ter races supp ly mu ch of
the desired sense o f co ntainm ent,
and the vista above the terraces to
green t rees provides a delight fu l
bu colic surpri se, un ex pected w hen
approachin g th e monum ental entry
(ph oto right) .
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LIBRARY

Norman McGra th photos

e h ea r sa l a nd
elow .

c la ssroo m s on

the

floors
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INE-ARTS CENTER , NEW YORK ST A TE UNIVERSITY
.T STONY BROOK, Stony Brook, New York . Ownr: State University Construction Fund A rchit ec ts:
lamaz Pokorn y W eigel - associate in charge of
roject management: A rthur}. Costello; designers:
eslie Armstro ng and Jam es Hadley. Engineers:
.tlas-Balogh Associates (structu ral) . Seelye, Steven'.J n, Value & Knecht (m echani cal/ electri cal); Co n-

1ltant s: Bolt, Beranek and Newman Inc. (acousti31); Howard Brandston Lighting Design In c. (lightg) Nissim Zelouf (cost) ; George C lzen our Assoiates Inc. (theater) . Landscape architect : Dan Kiley
rid Partners. General co ntra ctors: }. F. O 'Healy
·o nstruction Corp . (Ph ase I); A.O. Herman Con'ruction Co., Inc. (Phase II) .

UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE BUILDINGS

EXPERIMEN TAL
THEATER

After determining that the build ing
sho uld co ntain two sides of th e
ce ntral space, th e architects had to
do a near-heroic job of making the
program fit the difficult L-shap ed
plan- w hich w as furth er co mplicated
by b eing cut in half on all but the
fo urt h and fi rst levels . (The latter is
below the pl aza .) Th e large number
of thea ters satisfy both an active performing arts curriculum and a desire
for community involvement through
publi c cultural even ts. There is a co nce rt hall (t op phot o left) and a large
theater (bottom) w ith an acoustic
shell that clrops ove r the stage so that
th e t hea ter ca n be used for concerts
as well . Three black box theaters (the
largest shown at right) allow for flex ible arrangements of performers and
audience . Th e lobby (p hotos below
left) gives access to all of the theaters . Th e art st udios (right) are skylit
by the rooft op monitors.
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OFFICE LITERATURE
For more information, drc!e item numbers
Reader Service Inquiry Card, pages 195-1

SITE FURNISHINGS I Benches, planters and trash receptacles are shown
in a color catalog. Products are made
of solid oak and other woods, and
·gel-coated plastics. • Woodcrafters
of Florida, Inc., Jacksonville, Fla.
circle 400 on inquiry card

COST EFFICIENT LIGHTING I An
advance brochure explains how owners can reduce lighting energy costs
and increase light output by using HID
lighting systems other than Mercury
Vapor. These newer sources-HPS, '
LPS, and· metal halide-are shown to
be a practical alternative to Mercury
vapor light. • Advance Transformer
Co., A North American Philips Co.,
Chicago.
circle 401 on inquiry card

COPIER PAPER I A paper swatch
book sampler contains papers for
Xerox copiers, all other plain paper
copiers, offset presses, spirit duplicating and general office use: 41 different papers from 16 lb Dual Purpose
to 110 lb Index Stock.• Xerox Corp.,
Rochester, N.Y.

FIBERGLASS INSULATION I "FS
25" flame-resistant commercial ins
lation is described in a data she
which provides hazard ratings, su
gests applications, and lists availa
batt thicknesses and R-value
• Johns-Manville Sales Corp., De
ver, Colo.

circle 406 on inquiry card

circle 412 on inquiry c

OFFICE SYSTEMS I An "Interior Environment" brochure describes the
importance of the interaction of
office components for productivity,
design and operating efficiency. Furniture systems, acoustical panels, ceilings, wall treatments, casegoods and
lighting are covered. • Conwed
Corp., St. Paul, Minn.

FLEXIBLE SEALANTS I The "Com
flex" system described in a produ
brochure can seal both sides
cracks and joints in concrete stru
lures without transferring stress fro
one side to the other. The Jiteratu
cites typical applications and giv
detailed instructions for installing t
joint-sealing system. • Sika Car
Lyndhurst, N.J.

circle 407 on inquiry card

circle 413 on inquiry ca

BATH IDEAS I "Elegance" booklet
contains 40 pages of ideas for bathroom, powder room and kitchen,
and features spas, shower coves,
decorative faucets and accessories,
all types of sinks, toilets, etc. Brochure helps with product selection,
color coordination and decorating.
• Kohler Co., Kohler, Wisc.

ELECTROSTATIC COATINGS I Application sheets describe the timeand cost-saving benefits of renewing
fences, office furniture, lockersalmost any metal surface-with
spray-applied electrostatic coatings.
• National Electro-Coatings, Inc.,
Westlake, Ohio.

·~
MA'K&uPAJR&

DOOR HEATERS
;;'.:~AADHmmt

circle 408 on inquiry card

1

MAKE-UP AIR I A 10-page brochu
is concerned with make-up air a
door heaters in ratings from 2,000
16,000 cfm, with heating outputs
to 2 million Btuh. All Jackson
Church units are gas fired. • Yo
Shipley, Inc., York, Pa.
circle 414 on inquiry c

circle 402 on inquiry card

VINYL WALLCOVERING I A brochure on Diffracto-Lite metalized
plastic shows how the textured wallcovering reflects and diffracts ambient light in office, hall and reception
areas. Diffracto-Lite is fire-retardant,
non-toxic, and resists stains and tears.
• Coburn Corp., Lakewood, N.J.

SOLAR GREENHOUSE I A full-line
color catalog presents free-standing,
Jean-to, and even-span greenhouse
structures, and includes watering and
ventilation options, controls, gauges
and heaters. Dimension, construction
and price information is given for
each product. • J. A. Nearing Co.,
Inc., Laurel, Md.

circle 403 on inquiry card

circle 409 on inquiry card

INDUSTRIAL LUMINAIRES I A 16page catalog lists the advantages,
applications, product specifications
and ordering details of a full line of
industrial Hofophane Juminaires. Included are Prismpack, Labay, Petrofux and Cran elite fixtures. There is a
worksheet for calculating energy savings. • Johns-Manville Sales Corp.,
Denver, Colo.

MOVABLE PARTITIONS I Written
for architects a.nd contractors, this
booklet compares costs of movable
partitions with those of fixed walls. A
table with a 20-year financial analysis
compares eight variables, including
tax savings on depreciation and
investment tax credits that affect the
Jong-term costs of movable and fixed
partitions. • United States Gypsum
Co., Chicago.

circle 404 on inquiry card

circle 410 on inquiry card
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SAFETY/SECURITY I Over 100 products, ranging from alarm service systems and anti-slip surfaces to surveillance cameras and traffic control systems, are cataloged in a 22-page brochure. Products for four industry segments are listed: commercial, occupational, transportation and residential/personal. • 3M, St. Paul, Minn.

CERAMIC TILE I Color product data
sheets illustrate residential applications of Romany-Spartan tile on
floors, walls and counter tops. All
color options and available sizes,
shapes and trim are shown. • United
States Ceramic Tile Co., Canton,
Ohio.

circle 405 on inquiry card

circle 411 on inquiry card
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PLUMBING SPECIALTIES I A full
illustrated 72-page catalog for hole
schools, institutions and food servi
operations covers Jines of fauce
fittings, pre-rinse assemblies, bubbl
valves and utility faucets. • Fish
Mfg. Co., Los Angeles.
circle 415 on inquiry c

DOCK SEALS I "Guidelines for S
lecting Loading Dock Seals," a tw
page pamphlet, illustrates the mo
common problems associated wi
building and truck condition
• Bandar, Div. Gilmore-Kramer C
Inc., Providence, R.I.
circle 416 on inquiry ca

•·

INSULATED DOOR SYSTEMS I
illustrated bulletin explains how ins
lated RubbAir door systems se
against loss of heat, humidity, refri
eration, and conditioned air in indu
trial plants and commercial establis
ments. Examples include meat co
ers, printing plants, supermarkets a
hospitals. • RubbAir Door, Div. Eck
Industries, Ayer, Mass.
circle .417 on inquiry ca

PRODUCT REPORTS

nore information, circle item numbers on
ier Service Inquiry Card, pages 195-196

SATURDAY '81

DESIGNER'S

Designer's Saturday 1981-the
largest interior furnishings show
in the Northeast-will have 37 manufacturers
exhibiting their newest products to architects
and interior designers. Having in recent years
expanded beyond the time frame of just
Saturday, October 15 will be the kick-off
day and labeled Student's Day, while the
16th and 17th will be the primary exhibition
days, highlighted Saturday night by the
annual gala party for the design community
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Gilbert Lesser design ©Designer's Saturday, Inc.

.-.,-.,
~
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iEATING SERIES I Designed by Emilio Ambasz and
:iiancarlo Piretti, the Dorsal Operational Arm Chair
>elongs to the new Dorsal seating system. The
,eries is economically priced, yet provides the
tutomatic response features of the award-winning
/ertebra system. • Krueger, Green Bay, Wisc.

SPAGHETTI LINE EXPANSIONS I The full line of
"Spaghetti" furniture designed in 1960 by Giandomenico Bellotti, is now available as part of ICF's
"New Additions" presentation (new designs based
on old designs). While the side chair has been
available, complementing it now are the armchair
(shown), dining and occasional tables and stool.
Pieces have chromed or epoxied steel frames with
matching PVC "spaghetti" winding in red, black or
white. • !CF, New York City.

OFFICE SYSTEM I This work station with round
conference end belongs to the Marcatre Office
Furniture System, a series of wood and wood/laminated work-space components designed by Mario
Bellini. • Atelier International, Ltd., New York City.

circle 300 on inquiry card

circle 302 on inquiry card

circle 304 on inquiry card

LOUNGE SERIES I The "Alanda" lounge series
designed by Paolo Piva is equipped with an internal
mechanism allowing the arms and back cushion to
adjust to individual comfort. • B&B America, New
York City.

TABLE I The new table collection by Draenert
Studio (number 1790 shown) offers dining, cocktail
and occasional tables in granite, oiled slate, marble
or travertine as well as clear or smoked glass.
• Turner Ltd., New York City.

'"

"ABLE SYSTEM I Paul Haigh's residential and conract table collection consists of interchangeable
ide rails, legs, and table tops. Five side rail sizes
ind two leg lengths in black or clear anodized
1luminum create 24 table sizes, from a 3- by 3-ft
)Unge height to a 3- by 5-ft desk to the 4- by 7-ft
lining or conference table. • Knoll International
1c., New York City.
circle 301 on inquiry card

circle 303 on inquiry card

circle 305 on inquiry card
more products on page 135
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for rugged lighting lenses in
public access areas
" When we design lighting for public
access areas, we want lenses that
will stand up to vandalism and rough
handling during installation and
maintenance. We also want to provide our clients many years of lens
service without discoloring or loss
of physical properties. On our
Philadelphia Parking Authority Airport Garage project, Plexiglas DR
met these design criteria at an
attractive price."
Jac k A. Thalheim er, AIA ,
Thalheimer & Weitz,
Architects and Engineers
Philadelphia , PA

Plexiglas DR is a high-impact
acrylic lighting lens material that offers a long service life, indoors or out.
It achieves its longevity through an
outstanding ability to resist yellowing
and degradation from exposure to
the elements and ultraviolet rays.
You might consider using polycarbonate; however, Plexiglas DR costs
far less and maintains its excellent
light-transmitting characteristics
far longer.
the trademark

PLExiGLAS
DA

the company

ROH MD
IHAAS~

PHILADELP HI A , PA

In Canada , West Hill , Ontario

For complete information on thi s
affordable lens material that provides
all the impact strength you'll probably need, and will continue to look
good for years, circle the Reader
Service Card number or wri te:
Rohm and Haas Company, Independence Mall West, Philadelphia,
PA 19105, Attn: Marketing Services
Department.
Plexiglas
acrylic plastic is a
combus tible thermoplastic .
Observe fire precautions·approp ri ate fo r co mpa rab le fo rm s of
wood. For build ing uses, c heck
code approva ls. Impact resistance
a factor o f thickness. Avo id
exposure to heat o r aromatic
solvents. Clean with soap
and water. Avoid
abrasives.

19105

MIE 3T9

PLEXIGLAS®DR®
/ Where Extra Toughness Counts
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Cir cle 52 on inquiry card

IRODUCT REPORTS continued from page 133

OFFICE SEA TING I The Vitra se ries, just introduced in the U.S. , includes highb ack, low back and
execu tive models. A co-act ive synchro-til t m ec hanism provides proper support for every offic e
posture. • Herman Miller, Inc., Zeeland, Mich .

mJUSTABLE SEATING I D esigned by Toshiy uki
:ita and manufa ctur ed by Cass in a of Italy, the Wink
1djustable-position lo un ge chair is avai lab le in zipastened fab ri c or leather, w ith multi-co lored,
·hangeable fabric covers. • Ate lier In ternationa l,
td , New York City.

DESK AND CABINET I Architects Gwathm ey Siegel designed this wood desk which fea tures modular pedestals that rest directly on the floor and
provide maximum storage . Because th e " T" design
wo rk surface is an ove rl aid piece, many di fferent
sizes and shapes can be acco mm oda ted . • Kno ll
International Inc., New York Cit y.
circle 310 on inquiry card

circle 309 on inquiry card

more products on page 137

circle 306 o n inquiry card

~UADRO

TABLES I Th e Q uadro tab les designed

lY Tom Boccia includ e a cube end table and an

werted pyramid coffee table (shown). Both are
opped wit h ref lective black glass and are upholtered in leather . • Ja ck Leno r Larse n, New Yo rk
: it y.
circle 307 o n inquiry card
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CHAIR I The Stanya n arm chair, designed by
lrian Kane, may be framed in polished chrome o r
18 painted fini shes . The arms are ava ilable upho ltered or in so lid oak or walnut in several fini shes.
Metropolitan Furniture Co rpo ration, South San
rancisco, Ca li f.
circle 308 ? n inquiry card

Finally, there's a door control system
that combines electronic precision
with door-mounted convenience. It's
VisionPulse ~" the state - of- the- art
swing door sensor from Besam .
VisionPulse can be installed on
your present swing door as easily as
removing a contact mat . And then it
does the job better in every way. No

more tripping , mat failures or expensive replacements. No more maintenance, nuisance or clutter.
Enter the era of mat-free door
control. Call 609-443-5800 for a brochure or demonstration today .

besam .

Circle 53 on inquiry card

we brinR a world of
..,_=.-! experience to vo ur door.

Echoes of the past,
promises for the future.
Answers for "Rena issance America "

It is the blending of a major historical theater/landmark with an
all-purpose cu ltura l center. It is the Five Flags Civic Center, pride
of Dubuque, Iowa. The irreplaceable theatrical treasure, earli est
known example from America's premier theater architectura l firm,
Rapp & Rapp, forms a harmoniou s union with a new 27 ,000
square foot civic arena.
The pain staking renovation and imaginative new facility are part of
" Renai ssance America ." And Gold Bond Building Products is there
with an swers -three types of pla ster, including that used in the
restoration of decorative pla ster moldings, gypsum wa llboard,
steel studs, joint compound and Spray Quick textured cei ling finish.
Gold Bond provides answers for your part in " Renaissance
America" -in products, systems and services. For more
information, ca ll 800-821-7700, Ext. 327 (in Missouri, 800-8927655) or wri te Gold Bond Building Products, Dept. AR,
Charlotte, N.C. 28211.

Circle 54 on inquiry card
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A National Gyps um Division

RODUCT REPORTS

continued from page 135
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MODULAR SEATING I The Barrett lounge seating
group with its straight back and arms consists of
four units: left facing, right facing, intermediate and
corner elements. The ends of the elements are fully
covered and can be re-arranged as required.
• Stendig, Inc. New York City.

I
~.

1I

circle 314 on inquiry card

I
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ULL-UP CHAIR I This lightweight, tubular steel
ull-up chair, designed by Richard Schultz, is availale with or without arms in leather, vinyl, or fabric
pholstery, and painted or polished chrome frame.
Knoll International Inc., New York City.
circle 311 on inquiry card

LOUNGE SERIES I The new Peabody Lounge
Series, designed by Lawrence Peabody, is available
in either cane or upholstered back, ranging from a
lounge chair to a four-seat sofa. • Helikon Furniture
Co., Inc., Taftville, Conn.

MICHAEL GRAVES' TABLE I The prototype of
Graves' newest and most striking table is now on
display in the Sunar showroom, available in lacquered or wood versions. The legs are a "reference to architectural patterns ... by their similarity
to fluted columns," as Graves explains; and the top
has square fragments of bird's-eye maple, separated by lines of epoxy with mother-of-pearl tesserae at corner intersections. • Sunar, Norwalk,
Conn.
circle 316 on inquiry card

circle 315 on inquiry card

more products on page 139

r-------------.,
Want high interest

I

I

I

IESK SET I The new series 45 CR desks have a
eige working surface, brown side panels, and
rown or brick-red pedestals. The chair belongs to
1e Edys modular system-designed for ergonomic
omfort. Both designs are by Olivetti Synthesis.
The Pace Collection, Long Island City, NY.
circle 312 on inquiry card

With an EQUITABLE Money
Market Account, you'll enjoy:

II •
I •
I
I
I
I
I

High current earnings.

• Free checks (of $500
or more).

Low- risk portfolio.
• No interest penalty for
withdrawals.
Start with as Iittle as
$2,500-add $100 or more
whenever you choose.

For more information and a
Prospectus, mail this coupon or
phone toll free, any time:

1I

:QNFERENCE TABLE I This glass conference table
; available in various sizes, each with distinctive
djustable crescent bases finished in hand-rubbed
ntique bronze or chrome. • John Stuart, New
'ark City.

I

AND free checks?

800-345-8540.

In Pa. 1 1-800-662-5180.

The EQUITABLE Money Market Account
EQUICO Securities, Inc.
3 Westchester Plaza
Elmsford, NY 10523

1I

YES, I want more complete
information on the Equitable Money
Market Account, Inc., including
management fees and expenses. Please
send me a Prospectus so that I may read
it carefully before I send money.

I
I
1I
I
I

500 AR

Name

-----IP~Iea-se-p-ri-nt)_____

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City
State

Zip

Telephone---,---,-----Jarea code)

(number)

This offering may not yet be available in some states.

I

Advised by The EQUITABLE Life, with over 120 years of investment experience.

~~-="::.=.::"M11~ff•CCOUNT
~f::~~ €fj~u
a wholly ownetl subsidiary of The Equitable Life Assurance

Society of the United States. the Account's Investment Adviser.

A

~

1
.I

circle 313 on inquiry card

Circle 55 on inquiry card
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REPO RTS continued fro m p age 137

Stop fires in seconds ... safely.
With DuPont Halon 1301.

RE CABINET I The Ka tona h Utilit y/ Fi le Ca binet
1as three utility d rawers and three fili ng d raw ers
or letter o r legal sized filin g. • lntrex, Inc. , New
( o rk City .
cir cle 317 on inquiry card

' OST-MODERN TABLE I As a new additio n to
) unbar' s va ried d esign er co llec ti o ns is thi s " Co l1m n Sectio n Table " d esigned by Jo hn F. Sa ladin o . A
h -in . t hick clear glass to p is supported by so lid ash
.ectioned legs fo rmed as co lumns. • Dunba r,
lerne, Ind .

1. Flammable liquid ignited.
Halon 1301 cylinders
discharged.

rHEA TER SEA TING I lkria, the new theater sea ti ng
.ystem designed by Dav e W o ods, utili zes a m olded
)lastic o utside se at and b ack shell. A rchi tects and
j esigners may cho ose a ce nter pedest al fram e o r a
:om mon sta ndard fra me arrangement. • JG Fu rniure Systems, Q uakerto wn , Pa.
circle 3 79 on inquiry card

2. Fire totally extinguished in
four seconds.

The fire protection system you specify in critical areas of
buildings must react instantly to save lives and property. And no
gaseous fire extinguishant works faster and more safely than
Halon 1301. For example, in the demonstration above, Halon 1301
extinguished a flammable liquid (n-heptane) fire in just 4 seconds.
Du Pont Halon 1301, at levels recommended for extinguishing most fires, won't harm people. It's safe to breathe at recommended extinguishing concentrations. When mixed with air
(generally 5-7% ), Halon 1301 renders the protected area fire-free.
Halon 1301 is noncorrosive, nonconductive-and clean.
The odorless, colorless vapor leaves no residue to damage equipment, documents-whatever it protects.
Specify fast, safe Du Pont Halon 1301 extinguishant. Tell
us your specific hazard and application. Take advantage of our
experience by writing for our Halon 1301 literature kit: Du Pont
Company, Room 380871 , Wilmington, DE 19898.
Halon 1301 fire extinguishant

EXECUTIVE DESK I Th e Exec uti ve D ecisio n desk
and crede nza , designed b y J. W ade Bea m , co mbines exoti c lac qu ers wi th b rushed stee l and is
Kcented wi th a leather w riti ng surface. The angled
: redenzas, w ith either door sto rage or file d rawers ,
lave end com partments w ith shelves . • D unbar,
3e rn e, Ind .
circle 320 on inquiry card
m or e products on page 141

Circle 57 on inquiry card
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY.
It's in

the bag.

8

Restorin g an o ld , run down ,
ene rgy-leak in g buildin g into a modem ,
bea utiful , ene rgy -effic ie nt building is
now eas ie r than ever before. All you
need to re me mber is that the Insul ation
So lution is in the bag . In the Tho rowall
Ins ul atin g Plaster bag.
Thorowall is the ce ment-base, fire res istant insul atin g pl aster broug ht to you by Thorn
System Products, and des igned specifically fo r exterio r wall application .
A Rhodipor product, Tho row all Insul ating Plaster is new to America, but yet an old
favo rite thro ughout Europe s ince its de velo pment in Germ any nearly 15 years ago.
You see, Tho row all Insulatin g Plaster features a perfectl y balanced co mbination of
ex panded po lystyrene bead s, hydra ulic binde rs and chemical additi ves. Because of these
extre me ly li g htwe ight aggregates, Thorowall Insul atin g Plaste r we ighs onl y one-s ixth that
of plaster with conventional sand aggregates . Therefore, it puts
little stress on the wall structure to whic h it's a pplied . Because it
is pac kaged in powder fo rm , it e liminates the need o f fittin g
board s to spec ial sizes . All you have to do is add w ater and
Thorow all In sul atin g Pl aster is ready fo r application . And
because it is a pl aster it can be applied by e ithe r a spray g un or
trowe l. As easy and as fas t as appl yin g stucco.
But the most important thing is that Tho row all Insul atin g
Plaster comes fro m us. And you know us we ll . We' re Thorn
THORO
SYSTEM
System Prod ucts, the same co mpany that has been protecting,
l'ROOl.CrS•
beautify ing and waterproofi ng masonry and concrete for over 65
years w ith suc h products as Waterplug, Tho ro seal and Acryl 60.
And when it comes to mak in g energy-effi c ient buildings out o f
o ld structures, we've got the in sulation so lution wrapped up fo r
you in the Thorow all bag.

Th1nnn11·

INSULATING PLASTER

a

rhadiparproduct

THORO
SYSTEM
miiiiiii~ PRODUCTS®
Dept. AR 819 , 7800 N.W. 38th Street, M iami , Florida 33 166 .
Te lephone: (305) 592-208 1, Telex: 51 -9674 .
Western O ffice Tele phone: (415) 796-99 11.
A Uni t of Beat rice Chemica l. Division o f Bea1ricc Foods Co.

©

19Xl. Sia nd arJ Dry Wa ll Prod ucts

Circle 58 on inquiry card
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PRODUCT REPORTS continued from page 139

Announcing the
publication of the
Steel Deck Institute

THE

CO-RAY-VAC®

DiaP.hragm
Design
Manual

HEATING SYSTEM
So energy efficient it cuts fuel
usage up to 50% and more!
1. Entire system hangs from
ceiling. Burner generates
heat here at about
900°F ...

4. Additional heat is
added by additional
burners. Number of
burners is related to
building size and tern··. perature requirements.-

The First Manual
of this type
ever published!

424 CHAIRS I A new line of seating, the 424 series,
offers 32 versions of a single-shell chair with separated back and seat. It is scaled to fit high-density
open plan environments. • Steelcase, Grand Rapids, Mich.
circle 321 on inquiry card

5. Tail pipe located after final
burner is means to convert
almost every BTU generated
into usable heat.
6. Vacuum Pump on outside
wall draws heated air through
system and exhausts products of combustion outside
at temperatures of 100° to
150° F. Combustion efficiency
is in 90% range.

Pump and burner
combination
replaces conventional furnace,
boiler, chimney.

TABLES I Series 355 Tables feature legs that curve
gently into the top apron, creating the impression
of one continuous movement. Crafted in white
oak, the tables are produced to meet various
requirements, including conference, dining, coffee
tables and, with the addition of a pencil drawer,
table desks. • C I Designs, Boston, Mass.
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I payable to "Steel Deck Institute"
j

I

I

MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL: Fuel consumption is reduced. Users report fuel reductions
up to 65%. Savings of about 50% are most
common. Building survey and life cycle
cost analysis lets you know what original
cost and operating costs will be before
you start.

m

Roberts-Gordon
Appliance Corporation
Subsidiary of AJ. Industries, Inc.

44 Central Ave., Buffalo, N.Y.14206
Phone 716/892-8400
AR-3
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P.O. Box 3812
St. Louis, Missouri 63122
(314) 965-1741

rMake~eck~-;-ey order;,-;~rafts I

Gas-fired system designed for use in industrial and commercial buildings. People and
objects at floor level are bathed in even,
draftlesswarmth. Warm floors mean warm
feet, warm feet mean happy employees.
Fast heat recovery after opened doors are
closed. Minimal maintenance.

CO-RAY-VAC ... The original radiant
infrared heating system proved in
thousands of buildings since 1962.

An Essential, Comprehensive and Practical Reference for Engineers, Architects,
Detailers, Contractors and Building Officials engaged in the design and use of
Steel Deck and Steel Structures.
A 416 page hard-bound reference manual covering Steel Deck Diaphragm
Design.
An aid to Safe, Economical Design
using Steel Deck, Structural Steel and
Steel Joists.
Design Examples • Design Safety Factors• Limiting Conditions • Design Formulas • Easy-to-Use Load Tables for
Standard Steel Deck Institute Deck
Profiles.

1

Publication No. DDM01.
Quantity @$28.75 ea

I
I
OFFICE SYSTEM I The expanded Illuminated Open
Plan System offers work surfaces in a range of sizes
reflecting various office needs and the use of CRT
terminal equipment. • JG Furniture Systems, Quakertown, Penn.
circle 323 on inquiry card
more products on page 143
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Total§!
Outside U.S. add 10%
I

1

I

D

I

I

Address
City
State

ip _ _ __

I
I

Mail to: SDI, P.O. Box 3812,
Ls.:_Loui~issouri 631~ ---A~
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"One floor every five do¥
... Ceco makes forming
lookeasy.
Ceco formed the 25 floors of the St. James
Condominium. Houston , Texas, allowing Quanah Co nstruction
to complete one 18,525 square-foot floor every five w ork ing days.
" Ceco helped us beat the clock on this job, " said A. J . Owrey, President
of Quanah Construction Company. " We came in ahead of schedule.
That 's one reason we keep using Ceco. They 're professionals."
In the early planning stages. Ceco can provide structural
design assistance and make practical forming
recommendations that help bu ildings go up fast and
keep costs down . And Ceco provides complete
forming services nationwide. Experienced field
crews . Ready-to-use equipment. And
standardized forming systems for the most
sophisticated architectural design-all on
a lump sum bas is and at a firm price. Talk
to th e pros in concrete forming . See the
Yellow Pages for the Ceco office in
your area.

CECO

concrete
form.ing
services

The Ceco Corporation• General Offices
1400 Kensington Road •Oak Brook, Illinois 60521

A Project Of
Architects
Co nt racto r
Stru ctural Engi neers

Mark Lee & Assoc ., Inc.
3D/ l nternatio nal
Quanah Construction Co .
Ell isor Enginee rs, Inc.
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''Elevette''

WHY VDU
SHOULD
MAKEA
CORPORATE
CONTRIBUTION TO
THE AD
COUNCIL
The Advertising Council is the biggest
advertiser in the world. Last year, with
the cooperation of all media, the Council placed almost six hundred million
dollars of public service advertising.
Yet its total operating expense budget
was only $1,147,000 which makes its
advertising programs one of America's
greatest bargains ... for every $1 cash
outlay the Council is gen.erating over
$600 of advertising.
U.S. business and associated groups
contributed the dollars the Ad Council
needs to create and manage this
remarkable program. Advertisers, advertising agencies, and the media
contributed the space and time.
Your company can play a role. If you
believe in supporting public service
efforts to help meet the challenges
which face our nation today, then your
company ean do as many hundreds of
others-large and small-have done.
You can make a tax-deductible contribution to the Advertising Council.
At the very least you can, quite easily,
find out more about how the Council
works and what it does. Simply write to:
Robert P. Keim, President, The Advertising Council, Inc., 825 Third Avenue,
New York, New York 10022.

your condos'
most practical
status symbol

T

SEATING I The Sessan chair, originally designed
for a Swedish luxury ship line, is available in fabric
or leather. The chrome frame and upholstered
seat, back and armrests provide comfortable support combined with compactness. • DUX, New
York City.
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OFFICE SEATING I Designed by Robert De Fuccio,
the new OF seating series features high-back and
low-back executive and conference chairs available
with castors or glides. • Castelli Furniture, Inc. New
York City.
circle 325 on inquiry card

t

PA ~ A Public Service of This Magazine

LOu10 & The Advertising Council.

The cost of preparation of this advertisement
was paid for by the American Business Press,
the association of specialized business publications. This space was donated by this
magazine.

COMPUTER WORK SURFACE I Two new introductions are the 120-deg (left in photo above) and
90-deg (right above) electronic support work surfaces, both with either fixed or adjustable,
recessed keyboard pads. CRT cables run through
special channels to baseboard raceways. Also
shown is the newly-introduced paper management
system. • Haworth, Inc., Holland, Mich.

The "Elevette" home elevator is so distinctive, it puts
your condo in a class by
itself. But that's the /east
of its advantages. It's also:
Convenient ... Instead of
trudging up and down
stairs, you go from floor to
floor with the push of a button (and save al I that extra
energy for tennis!).
Handy ... Have something
bulky to take up-stairs?
"Elevette" does the job
quickly, quietly, effortlessly.
Helpful ... It saves time
and effort. And best of all.
it increases your condo's
value. Sure, the "Elevette"
is a status symbol. But no
other status symbol has
ever been this practical.
When planning your next
project, don't Just allow
space tor "Elevettes" to be
installed in the future. Have
them installed as original
equipment. Make the
"Elevette" a sel Ii ng feature.
Designed specifically for
sfngle family use.
Write for Full Information
and Free Literature.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
2239 Paxton St., Harrisburg, PA 17105

circie 326 on inquiry card
more products on page 144
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PRODUCT REPORTS continued from page 143

n
®

THOU
SHALL NOT
LEAK •••

ENERGY.

Cost-effective
answer for a
fast-track project.
DESK SERIES I The Series 75 cube desk features
recessed hardware and internal wiring channel for
machine and phone cords to maintain its contemporary, uncluttered design. • Shaw-Walker, Muskegon, Mich.
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Terry Fu/dner, Founder

The California Farm Bureau
Headquarters (facing page)
employed the Dryvit System on
exposed exterior walls.
The System was field applied on
exterior grade gyp. sheathing
attached to steel studs.
Compared with conventional
construction modes, Outsulation
comes in at lower cost to begin
with. And because of its speed in
erecton, overhead costs are also
cut.
Look for Dryvit in the General
Building File of Sweets Catalog
under Section 7.13/Dr.
Wall section detail below:

DESK SYSTEM I The modular Open Plan System
(O.P.S.) Desk Collection offers a wide range of
configurations of worksurfaces and other system
products. • GF Business Equipment, Inc., Youngstown, Ohio.
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You should specify EFCO
windows to stop leakin' and start
saving energy.
Heck, I don't care if you've got
the prettiest hospital, dormitory,
school, commercial office
building or historical landmark
on the block.
When you specify EFCO Trim-All
Replacement Systems (thermal
or non-thermal), you are going to
stop leakin' and keep lookin'
good. One of our 38* types will
match your style perfectly and
install in less than an hour
from the inside.
You oughta read my new catalog
before your neighborhood
overheats. Mail me your business
card and I'll send it to you ...
along with my framable "Thou
Shall Not Leak" slogan.

WORK STATION I An extension of this manufacturer's "Privacy Panel System" is the electronic
work station components (some of which are
shown). The series consists of desks and cantilevered work surfaces that meet eye level, posture
and knee clearance requirements. • The E.F. Hauserman Co., Cleveland.
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QUICK. NAME 38 WINDOWS.

EFCO
c/o Terry Fuldner, Founder
200 West Dairy Street
Monett, Mo., 65708

1. Dryvlt Insulation
Board: expanded
polystyrene with
optimum insulating characteristics.
Board sizes, thicknesses and shapes
are available as
required by design.
2. Dryvlt Reinforcing
Mesh: specially woven and
treated fiberglass fabric is
embedded in the Primus coating
to prevent surface cracking.
. 3. Dryvlt Primus'"/Adhesive: Dryvit's
unique plaster material mixed with
Type 1 Portland Cement is used to
adhere Dryvlt Insulation Board to the
approved substrate. It is also used to
embed Dryvit Reinforcing Mesh an
the face of the board.
4. Dryvlt Quarzputz'" Finish: one of four
finishes available. This synthetic plaster material has high bond strength,
Integral color and an applied texture
that provides a weather-proof jointless exterior surface.
5. %" Exterior Gyp. Sheathing
6. 4" steel studs@ 12" O.C.

417-235-3193

*We're workin' on 40
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PRIVACY PANELS I Part of this line of panel systems for office interiors is the "Privacy Panel System." Four heights are provided, including the
floor-to-ceiling one shown. Other products to be
exhibited are freestanding filing and storage units,
electronic system support surfaces and the CAS
seating line. • E.F. Hauserman, Cleveland.
circle 330 on inquiry card
more products on page 147

DRYVIT SYSTEM, INC.
420 Lincoln Avenue, Warwick, RI 02888
(401) 463-7150
Plant Locations:
Warwick, RI; Tulsa, OK; Columbus, GA
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~E

FIT IN

New 70-degree
steep stair
you can

)TAINLESS STEEL
~ALL MOUNTED
~EFRIGERATORS,

=REEZERS

descend
'\(1
face.
·,,,forward

·'I.

\
FLOOR LAMP I These limited edition, handcarved
mahogany floor lamps by artist/designer Alan
Friedman are part of a collection of tables, chairs
and lights for this manufacturer. • Turner Ltd., New
York City.

\

\

\.
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/M-CW* series eye-level, wall mounted re·igerators are offered in 4 sizes featuring
old wall cooling systems with push-button
efrostand automatic reset. Two removable,
djustable stainless steel shelves are
rovided. Front mounted grille removes
asily for servicing.
VM-1-CW Capacity-1.5 cu. ft. (45 ltr.)
VM-2-CW Capacity-2.3 cu. ft. (65 ltr.)
VM-3-CW Capacity-3.2 cu. ft. (95 ltr.)
VM-4-CW Capacity-4.3 cu. ft. (125 ltr.)
VM-3-F-CW freezer is available only in a
1 cu. ft. (85 ltr.) capacity and has a manual
1ot gas defrost.
;apacity-3.0 cu. ft. (85 ltr.)

DESK SYSTEM I This desk belongs to the Electa
system of desks and credenzas designed by Alexis
Yermakoff. Teak, walnut, cherry and oak finishes
are now available in addition to the conventional
Stow/Davis finishes and veneers. • Stow/Davis,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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~

~

NM-BC series space saving, double-door,
wall-mounted refrigerators are available in
1 sizes. Furnished with 4 stainless steel
;helves, they have a blower-coil cooling
;ystem with automatic off-cycle defrost and
i condensate evaporator. Condensing unit
s easily serviced by removing front mounted
~lip-on grille.
WM-7-BC Capacity-6.6 cu. ft. (190 ltr.)
WM-10-BC Capacity-9.6 cu. ft. (275 ltr.)
'With explosion proof interior.

lewett also manuactures a complete
ine of blood bank,
)iological, and pharnaceutical refrigeraors and freezers as
veil as morgue rerigerators and auopsy equipment for
'Jarid wide distribu:ion through its sales
ind service organzation in over 100
~ountries.

~J

.JEWETT
REFRIGERATOR

2 LETCHWORTH ST.
BU FFAL0 1 N.Y.14213

Refer to Sweet's Catalog 11.20/Je
for quick reference.
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When you need to save space
and weight, the LAPEYRE STAIR is

STEAM-BENT CHAIR FRAME I A solid steam-bent
white oak frame creates a special image for the
"Tempus" seating series which offers options of
high-back management, mid-management and
task-worker models. A self-contained back control
unit is used in conjunction with, but is completely
independent of, a standard tilt control. This unit
permits the chair back to have a fixed position or a
self-articulating back. • The Gunlocke Co., Wayland, N.Y.
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the answer. At a 70 degree space
saving angle, innovative engineering
makes the LAPEYRE STAIR as easy
to ascend and descend as a stair with
twice the floor space. High, close-in
hand rails offer body support.
Built of light weight, high grade
aluminum to your height specifications, the stair is delivered in its bright
natural finish. The LAPEYRE STAIR
complies with OSHA requirements .
Get design details and prices from:

LAPEYRE STAIR, INC.
P.O. Box 50699 New Orleans, La. 70150
Toll Free (800) 535-7631. In La. 733-6000
TELEX 58-4230
U.S. Patent No. 4.199,040.
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How to
Rush out
the real thing
in Rush valves.
Look for all these precision features.
And you 'll be looking at the real
thing-a Sloan Flush Valve. For
example, look at the inside cover.
Sloan 's is molded of the finest
thermoplastic. There's no need for
regulation and water delivery is
consistent and dependable.

Our relief valve has a sliding
gland for non-hold-open
operation. The valve fiushes ,
then shuts off automatically,
even if the handle is held .
down . That saves water. And
it's been a Sloan standard for
years.

The tailpiece is adjustable to compensate
for roughing-in error. Its leakproof
connection can 't be accidentally
disengaged .

BAK-CH EK means pressure
losses-even to negative pressures
-have no effect. When pressure's
restored , the valve's ready to go.

We use high-grade natural rubber for
the segment diaphragm . In 75 years,
we've found nothing beats rubber for
long service. And we mold brass
segments into the diaphragm for
positive closing at the main seat.
The guide is ABS engineered plastic.
In combination with either of two
relief valves, it'll satisfy any fi xture
requirement.

The real thing . A Sloan Flush Valve. For real
water savings and real-life dependability.
The lip seal on the handle
needs no adjustment. And a
nylon sleeve eliminates
metal-to-metal contact
between handle and socket.

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY
10500 Seymour Avenue, Franklin Park, IL 60131
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